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A B ST R A C T
The delicate balance that exists between the forces mediating the interaction 
within multiply-excited electrons and the binding forces of these electrons to 
the nucleus is totally ignored in the independent particle model of electronic 
interactions. This dynamical “see-saw” is best described in the hyperspherical 
representation.
We use this method to obtain hyperspherical potential curves, analogous to 
the Bom-Oppenheimer curves of molecular species, for very highly-excited two- 
electron states of the hydrogen negative ion, helium, and calcium. The present 
numerical effort exploits the analytic nature of the solutions to the Schroedinger 
equation at small and large distances to diagonalize the hyperspherical Hamil­
tonian in the combined representative basis functions. Numerical deficiencies 
resulting from linear dependency of the total basis set are overcome in an auto­
matic fashion. In the case of He and H~, a  high degree of diabaticity is observed 
which limits the channel interaction to within a select set of hyperspherical 
channels. These dominant channels relevant to photoionization experiments of 
H-  and He are identified.
Inelastic excitation probabilities to these channels are calculated with a) 
coupled-hyperspherical channel method and b) Landau-Zener method in which 
only nearest-neighbor coupling is considered. Transition probabilities obtained 
in the Landau-Zener approximation show monotonic behavior with energy.
Correlation effects in H~ and He due to the interaction of an asymptotic 
electron with a permanent electric dipole moment caused by the orbital momen­
tum  degeneracy of hydrogenic levels, are studied in the independent-electron
coordinate picture. The correlation between the bound electron and the escap­
ing electron is built in through the long-range dipole operator. The polarization 
of the fluorescence from photofragments is calculated and is shown to violate 
propensity rules in certain instances.
A preliminary investigation of the correlation effects in Ca is pursued by 
obtaining highly-excited hyperspherical potential curves for both 1P ° and 1S e 
final-state symmetries.
I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
The primary mission of the following research work has been a broad inves­
tigation of the electron-electron interaction in “two-electron” systems formed 
upon scattering of electrons from targets and/or during photoabsorption. By 
two-electron systems the reference is to any .Af-electron system in which two 
electrons mutually occupy states separated in energy from the other electronic 
states and are only affected by an average motion of the other N  — 2 electrons. 
As such, all alkaline-earth atoms, belonging to the second column of the peri­
odic table, negative ions of alkali metals in the first column, and the inert gas 
atom He can be regarded as two-electron atoms. In this work, the effort will be 
concentrated on the study of doubly-excited states of H~, He, and Ca.
The study of two-electron systems has remained an active field of research 
due to its fundamental importance as the prototype for “many-particle” investi­
gations.1-3 These atomic species provide us with the simplest examples of non- 
separable problems. At energies near the threshold for the two-electron escape, 
both electrons are moving slowly and thus their Coulombic interaction becomes 
as im portant as their interaction with the nucleus. The independent particle 
model, in which each electron moves independently in an average field produced 
by the other electrons, suffers a complete break-down owing to the strong inter­
action between the outer two electrons. This strong interaction between the two 
electrons mixes many different single-electron configurations. At high energies, 
the configuration mixing becomes an acute problem due to the tremendous 
increase in the density of independent-electron states converging to different 
ionization thresholds. Coupling of such single-electron terms, commonly re­
2ferred to as configuration interaction (Cl), results in strong departure from the 
independent electron picture.
Study of highly correlated processes has attracted considerable attention, 
both theoretically and experimentally, since the first observation by Madden 
and Codling of autoionizing two-electron structures in He photoabsorption.4 
Qualitative and quantitative details of such correlated phenomena have emerged 
through studies like: a) the group theoretical approach2’5-6 in which an ap­
proximate SO(4) symmetry group, 0(4) is the exact symmetry of hydrogen 
atom, was introduced to obtain new quantum numbers appropriate to the two- 
electron states formed in the excitation of atomic complexes; b) the “numer­
ical experiments”7-9 which have used extensive basis set expansions to pro­
vide us with accurate values for the physical observables such as the energetics 
and lifetimes of these autoionizing resonances; c) the hyperspherical coordi­
nate m ethod1’10-12 in which independent electron coordinates are replaced in­
stead by a collective radial coordinate R  and an angle a; and d) the 12-matrix 
methods13-15 which exploit the underlying fact that outside a reaction zone 
(typically ~  10 a.u.), the wavefunction for the outgoing electron obeys a sim­
ple local Schroedinger equation. All these methods have enjoyed considerable 
success in their own rights. We have adopted the hyperspherical method as the 
primary tool for the major portion of this work to study correlation effects on 
the observed doubly-excited resonances in H-  and He and to gain physical in­
sight into the dominant mechanisms influencing the experimental observations.
Because the doubly-excited states of the two-electron systems lie on top of 
single-electron continuum energy spectra, they are not true bound states and 
hence have some energy spread associated with them. It is the strength of the
3interaction with a particular continuum that determines the width (or lifetime) 
of a resonance. The majority of these two-electron states form in the energeti­
cally inaccessible (closed) channels and are known as the Feshbach resonances. 
There are however instances in which the doubly-excited resonances appear in 
the continuum (open) channels and are referred to as shape resonances. The 
primary mechanism for the decay of the Feshbach resonances is autoionization, 
in which one electron gains the energy released by de-exciting the other electron 
and escapes. A major outcome of the present study is the demonstration that 
surprisingly few of the available resonance and continuum channels contribute 
to doubly-excited state properties in H-  and He.
Another class of problems which are strongly influenced by these same cor­
relation effects arises in the double-escape continuum just above threshold. 
Wannier16 in 1953 predicted, based on classical arguments, that the thresh­
old cross section for the simultaneous escape of two electrons obeys a power 
law, E A where A is not an integer. This law derives from the fact that even 
at large distances from the core , R  —» oo, the two electrons maintain their 
correlated motion. The Wannier problem has likewise received a great deal of 
attention from the theorists and experimentalists alike. The classical treatm ent 
has long since been extended to semiclassical17 and full quantum mechancial 
formulations18 and verified experimentally for H~ and He.19-20 Another goal 
of this work is to undertake a new study of this class of “Wannier processes” 
from an entirely new viewpoint.
The structure of this thesis will proceed along the following lines: In Sec­
tion II, a complete description of the hyperspherical (HS) coordinates for two- 
electron systems will be presented and different numerical schemes for the solu­
4tion of hyperspherical equations will be reviewed. We will also give a thorough 
description of the numerical techniques employed for this work. Section III will 
include the application of the HS method to the very high electronic excitations 
in H“ and He, and comparisons with experiments and other theoretical calcula­
tions will be made. Dominant photodetachment and photoionization channels 
are identified and discussed. In Section IV, we will present a model numerical 
exercise for the study of non-adiabatic processes below the double continuum. 
HS channels are coupled and cross sections for inelastic excitation of different 
H(n) continua are obtained. Inelastic transition probabilities are obtained in 
the Landau-Zener approximation and it will be shown that the form of the ex­
citation probability just below and just above the double-continuum threshold 
is the same monotonic function of energy. In Section V, the effects of asymp­
totic correlation forces on the anisotropy of hydrogenic photofragments will 
be studied. The final state wave function is expressed in independent-electron 
coordinates and the effects of correlation are built in through a long-range oper­
ator. Section VI will include an application of the HS method to doubly-excited 
resonances in Ca, where now a closed-shell core exists in addition to the two 
valence electrons. Major differences from the resonances in II ~ and He are 
discussed.
II. ELEC TR O N -ELEC T R O N  CO RR ELATIO N  
IN  H Y P E R SP H E R IC A L  C O O R D IN A TES
In the hyperspherical representation, the six-dimensional two-electron 
Hamiltonian is transformed into the representation R  =  [7*12 +  r'2 2]^, a  =  
a rc tan (^ ), and fi =  ( a , 10,11 The hyperradius, R, is the radius of gyra­
tion of the 3-body system and gives a measure of the effective size of the atomic 
system. The hyperangle, a , defines a degree of radial correlation between the 
two electrons as r\  =  R c o s a  and 7*2 =  R  sin a. The other four degress of free­
dom are contained in the angular rotations of the individual electrons about a 
space-fixed inertial frame.
An intrinsic symmetry in the definition of the two-electron radial coordinate 
is forthcoming from above. The symmetry is about a = j ,  where the two 
particles evolve jointly in R.  The region around cc known as the ridge region 
for reasons which will become apparent below, defines the dominant part of the 
configuration space for the simultaneous excitation of the two electrons. Any 
small motion away from this region will result in one electron receding farther 
from the nucleus and being screened from it by the motion of the other electron 
which is left behind. This mechanism, known as “dynamical screening”,18’21 
eventually results in single-electron ionization.
The full two-electron Schroedinger equation then reads (in a.u.),
[ ^ _  _  J  f 4 + 2{ e  -  c (a ^ l2) ) M R ; n) =  0, ( i i - 1 - a)
where
6is the squared “grand” angular momentum operator describing collective rota­
tion of the two electrons on the surface of a six-dimensional hypersphere.10,11’22 
The quantity
C{a,012) = -------------- A -  + ------------ ------------r  ( I J - l - c )
cose: sm a  [1 — sin 2a cos #12]2
acts as an “effective” charge for the system with z  the nuclear charge and
012 =  arccos(ri*f2 ). The wave function in (II-1-a) is rescaled from the usual full 
two-electron eigenfunction as
^ ( f i , r 2) =  [R5/ 2 sin a  cos a ]" 1^ # ;  ft), ( I I - 1 - d )
in order to eliminate first-order derivatives in R  and in a .10
Fig. 1 gives a graphical view of this charge surface. Electronic states which 
maximize their probability distribution on the saddle-like region (known as the 
Wannier saddle) at a  and 612 ~  7r dominate the whole dynamics of the 
two-electron excitation processes.
A. Q uasi-separability o f  the H yperradius
It was suggested by Macek10 that despite the fact tha t the two operators A2 
and C do not commute, the total operator U(R;$l) — [A2/2JR2 + C (a ,9 12)/R] 
can nevertheless be diagonalized at each R  such that the eigenvalues act as 
potential energy curves and the eigenfunctions serve as adiabatic channel func­
tions,
U(R] n)$n(R;  ft) =  U ^ R ^ ^ R ,  ft). ( I I  -  3)
This assumption has a close analogy in molecular physics in the Born-Opp- 
enheimer (BO) approximation in which the internuclear distance is treated as
740
20
20<x>
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Fig. 1. Surface plot of the two-electron “effective charge”, C(a, 612), as 
functions of a  and 612.
8the adiabatic parameter. The justification for the latter approximation is that 
in molecules the electrons are .aoving at speeds far exceeding the nuclear motion 
such that any motion of the nuclei occurs in a time scale much larger than the 
orbital periods of the electrons. Such an assumption is not strictly valid, of 
course, in the case of two-electron atoms. There are, however, arguments which 
can be made on behalf of the separability in R. In particular, when one electron 
is away from the nucleus, say ri —> oo and 7*2 —> 0, then the innermost electron 
(2) is moving at a much faster speed than that of the outer electron (1) such 
that one could treat ri as an adiabatic variable (ri R  —» oo). This argument 
holds only in the valleys of Fig. 1, however. Another argument which has 
numerical justification is that in the regions where the two-electron probability 
density is maximum, the configuration-interaction (Cl) wave functions mimic 
the adiabatic wave functions almost exactly.23 It has been demonstrated and 
will be seen here as well that this approximation provides accurate energy levels, 
and bound wave functions for the two-electron systems.
As in the BO approximation, the full wave function is expanded in terms 
of the complete set of eigenfunctions,
« (* ;  fi) = Y ,  ^  W M * .  n ). (U  -  4)
where F ^ R )  are analogous to vibrational wavefunctions for the nuclear motion. 
In the adiabatic HS approximation, for every eigenvalue, U ^R ) ,  of (II-3) F^{R) 
satisfies a one-dimensional radial equation in R  with U ^ R )  as the potential 
energy term. “Bound states” within this potential are classified by the nodal 
structure of F ^ R ) .  The channel functions, $^(i?;fi), carry all the radial and 
angular correlation information of the two-electron wavefunction.
9B . Schroedinger Equation in R
Substituting (II-4) in (II-l) and projecting ft) onto the full wavefunc-
tion reduces (II-l) to the form,10’11,24
[I^ 5  +  2P S £  +  Q +  2(1B -  U)jF(iJ) =  0. ( I I  -  5)
Here P  and Q are the coupling matrices between hyperspherical channels. The 
explicit expressions for P  and Q are
p sJV(a) = < s A j jp v  >.
and
Q =Q m„(J2) =  <  1** >• {II  ~  6 -  a)
The P  matrix is a real anti-hermitian matrix whose diagonal elements are there­
fore zero. The integrals are over all angular coordinates. The diagonal potential 
matrix U  is
u  =  t y * )  -  g | r  ( I I - 6 -  b)
The coupling m atrix elements have their largest amplitudes near avoided cross­
ings between neighboring potential curves, bearing in mind that the von 
Neumann -Wigner rule prohibits curves of the same symmetry actually to cross. 
We will discuss the properties of these matrix elements in more detail in Section
IV.
10
C. N um erical Schem es for Solving (II-3 )
a. Integration  o f  Coupled Differential Equations
This method was first introduced by Macek10 and adopted later by Greene 
and o t h e r s 3,12*25 for obtaining potential curves. The idea is that the channel 
function O) can be expanded in its complete set of partial waves,
i)  =  ( I I  -  7)
t\bi
in which the angular coordinates are contained in the coupled spherical har­
monics,
Yhl2L M ( n , h )  — ^ 2  '^ rt imi(h)Yi3m3{f2) < £imi,£2w 2|-LM >, ( II  -  8)
77117712
with Yim( f ) the usual spherical harmonics. The sum over the angular momenta 
of the two electrons does, in principle, run over all parity-allowed values. In 
practice, however, one usually truncates the basis set to a few physically relevant 
values of the ( t i l i )  pair. Substitution of (II-7) into (II-3) results in a coupled- 
differential equation in (^1^2 ) channels,
S w - n t - a - i d r *  1^ - “ )till
+ £  < 4 f'2£M |—  |fA £ M  > g f e‘\R,<x) =  Vf (R)g\t'l’\ R ,a ) .
v s 1-12
( I I  -  9)
The channel functions g ^ l^ ( R ,  ot) must vanish on the boundaries at a  =  0 and 
a — 7~. It is also possible to write the boundary conditions at «  =  |  for the
11
exchange of two particles as, 
and
\ ) =  ( - 1  f . + '> - i + s + i ) * ) .  ( J J  _  10)
To obtain the coupling term, one can expand ^  =  ^r,k -^ jPk(cos  #i2), 
where 7*<(r>) is the lesser (greater) of t>i and r 2 and Pfc(*) is the usual Legendre 
polynomial of order k and argument s . Matrix elements of Pfc(cos #1 2) can be 
evaluated by vector coupling techniques as the scalar product of two rank one 
tensors [see equations (5.4.6) and (7.1.6) of Edmonds26],
<  4 4 X M | P a(cos0i 2) | ^ 2L M  >  =  ( - i ) * + 4 + *
x [(2£i +  l)(2£i +  1)(2£2 +  1)(2£'2 +  l)]1/2
r l  4  4 1  n x k £'1 \  /  £2 k £'2 \
X \ k  £1 £2 J V 0  0 0  )  \  Q 0  0  J
( I I  -  11)
Direct numerical integration of (II-9) is computationally slow, but its con­
vergence characteristics are rather good in the low energy regime where only a 
few (£i£2) pairs suffice in obtaining accurate potential curves. For instance, to 
solve (II-3) for potential curves converging to the n  = 2 threshold of hydrogen 
for the 1P° symmetry, pairs of (£i£2) =  (01), (12) will give reasonably-well con­
verged results. Equation (H-7) will then have four pairs of partial waves (two 
for direct and two for exchange). Closer to the double-escape threshold, many 
partial wave pairs would have to be coupled for the integration procedure to
converge. Another difficulty with this method at high energies is that since one
12
searches for the eigenvalue roots iteratively on a finite energy mesh at each R , 
chances for jumping eigenvalues and skipping a whole set of potential curves in­
crease with energy. Solutions of (II-9) have been used successfully nevertheless 
for describing numerous properties of the doubly-excited states of two-electron 
atoms and negative i o n s .3,10>12>25
b. D iagonalization
-small R  limit
Solutions to (II-3) at R  =  0 can be written analytically as eigenfunctions of 
the squared angular momentum operator,27
k 2uh l 2m{$i) =  (^ 1  +  ^ 2  +  2 m  +  ( I I  —12 — a)
where are called the hypersphericai harmonics the same way Yim(r)
are eigenfunctions of the operator. (The reader should be cautioned that 
the quantum  number m  appearing in the HS harmonics is not the magnetic 
quantum  number.) The explicit form of u^^2m(0 ) is
u/i/am(fi) =  Nii£3m[fl1£2m(<x)Ye1laLM('ri,f2 )+
( - l ) tl+t,,' L +S f£lian( l  -  CL)Yl3llLM( ru h ) ] ,  ( II  -  12 -  6)
with
=  (sina)*a+1(cosa)^1+12jFi(—to,^i + £ 2 + m  + 2 ; +  3 /2 ;sin2 a).
(17 -  12 -  c)
13
The normalization constant has the form,
M  + £2 + 2m + 2 )r(4  +  £ 2  +  m  + 2)T(£2 +  m  +  §)i1/2
Ntltam =   ----------------  1   ' I ----------  ] •
ml\T[£2 +  f  )|2r(ti +  m  +  f )
( I I  - 1 2  - d )
Here 2Fi(a, b; c; d) is the hypergeometric function proportional to a Jacobi poly­
nomial in cos 2a and m  is a non-negative integer indexing the nodal structure 
of the hyperspherical harmonics in a. From (II-12-a), the small R  form of the 
HS potentials can be written as
U ' M  -  ( A + h + ^ + 1 ?  .  ( ^ + 3 ! ,  („ _ 13)
giving a potential barrier near the nucleus. It is readily evident from (11-13) 
that for different permutations of (£i £2m)  there exist near degeneracies with the 
eigenvalue which become exact at the origin. This degeneracy of eigenvalues 
in multi-electron atoms was shown to be similar to the degenerate Fermi gas 
correlations.28
Diagonalization of (II-3) in basis (II-12-a) has proven to be accurate at small 
R  where (II-12-a) is a nearly exact solution of (II-3) and i \  and £2 are good 
quantum numbers.3’11 As R  grows past the minima of the potential curves, 
diagonalization in the representation of (II-12-a) becomes increasingly cumber­
some and consumes a large part of the Central Processing Unit (CPU). The 
main obstacle is that the potential curves evolve adiabatically in R  to their 
decay channels for one-electron escape while hyperspherical harmonics of (II- 
12-a) being an ^-independent basis set cannot describe the asymptotic chan­
nels correctly. Many basis functions which are freely-oscillating functions in a  
are needed for the cancellation process to become effective in representing the
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asymptotic behavior of the channel functions fi). A pre-diagonalization
method introduced by Botero and Greene29,30 which pre-selects dominant 
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors has proven to be computation­
ally economical when applied to Ps_ . This method ultimately suffers from the 
same general shortcoming as the usual direct diagonalization in a HS harmonics 
basis set, in that the asymptotic channels are not explicitly identified in this 
basis set representation.
-large R  limit
An alternative approach introduced by Lin31 exploits the hydrogenic behav­
ior of the channel functions by writing $/i’s as analytic channel functions which 
are hydrogenic at large R  and reduce to HS harmonics at small R. Recently, 
Koyama et al. 32,33 used a similar method with HS harmonics at small R  and 
exact hydrogenic functions at large R  to diagonalize (II-3) in obtaining accurate 
potential curves for H~ and He.
An inherent problem of diagonalization in a non-orthogonal basis set is 
linear dependency. When functions belonging to a particular type, say HS har­
monics, mimic the behavior of a function of a different type, say two-electron 
orbitals, the overlap will become large compared to any diagonal overlap terms. 
This anomaly renders the whole diagonalization procedure unstable by intro­
ducing unphysical eigenvalues into the problem. We describe below a method 
we have adopted to remedy the problem of linear dependence, thereby obtaining 
accurate potential curves up to H(n < 12) and He+(n < 12).
The augmented two-electron basis functions representing the asymptotic 
channel functions are constructed from properly symmetrized one-electron orbit­
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als,14(6)
2/711^712*2(^1 > * 2 )  =  ^ [ i 27» l* l ( J,l ) J ? 7l2*2 ( r 2 ) 5'* 1*3X A f ( n j » i2 )  +
( _  l ) l l+i3~L+sRn3£3( r i )Rnii1(r2)Y(1i£1LM(h,f2)] i11 ~  14)
Note that the J?n^(r) are hydrogenic orbitals for the H(n£) and He+(n£) chan­
nels. For the case of Ca+ (n/?), these orbitals are numerical functions described 
in Section VI. The basis set in (11-14) is now independent and must be recal­
culated at each value of the adiabatic parameter. This then becomes the main
price we pay for good numerical convergence.
The total channel function is then expanded in,
^ ( J fc f l )  =  (7 7 -1 5 )
i
where the first part of the basis set {<&} includes the HS harmonics. Substitut­
ing (11-15) into (II-3) results in a generalized eigenvalue equation,
Uc(l = Utl{R)Octl, (7 7 -1 6 )
in which O is the full overlap matrix between the basis functions. The U  matrix 
contains the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator in (H-3) between the 
basis functions in (11-15) and should not be confused with the matrix U which 
appears in (II-5).
In the limit of infinite numerical percision, this matrix is positive definite. 
In practice, however, the overlap matrix is nearly singular with zero or negative 
eigenvalues. To treat the linear dependence caused by this overcompleteness of
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the full primitive basis set, we transform the Hamiltonian in (II-3) into a new 
representation, amounting to an orthogonalization of the total basis set. First, 
we diagonalize the overlap matrix
Ow/3 = opwp, { I I  -  17)
and discard all eigenvalues op < e, where e ~  10~8 for H~ and He and ~  10~5 for 
Ca. The logic here is that all eigenvectors of the overlap matrix corresponding 
to small or negative eigenvalues must represent null solutions of the eigensystem 
resulting from the numerical instability. The resulting eigenvectors retained in 
Eq. (11-17) now form a nonsquare matrix. The Hamiltonian matrix U  is next 
transformed into this representation as,
U  =  o -1/2w TU w o~1//2. { I I  — 18)
The matrices o and w  are respectively the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices 
from (11-17). The transformed Hamiltonian U is hermitian as expected and 
conveniently obeys an ordinary eigenvalue equation,
U5„ =  tf„(J2)a„, { I I  — 19 — a)
where the primitive eigenvectors in (11-15) are
Cp - w o '1/ 2^ .  { I I  - 1 9  -  6)
The orthogonalization process has been automated and has been stable thus far. 
The total number of transformed functions kept during diagonalization changes 
with R. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the percentage of the total number of basis
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functions kept as a function of R  for the calculation of He potential curves. At 
intermediate and large R , the total number of basis functions retained increases 
by unity for approximately every 10 a.u. increase in R.
The coupling matrix elements in (II-6-a) are then evaluated with the aid of 
the Hellman-Feynman theorem giving,
D fD\  _  , rr nn
P>tv{R) ~  M R y -  U ^ R )  ’ ( / /  "  20 "  a )
and,
Qnv(R) =  ^   ^ d" v-v(R)' { I I  — 20 — b)
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the percentage of the total basis functions retained 
in the diagonalization of Eq. (II-3) on R.
III . DOM IN A N T PHOTOEXCITATION CHANNELS
The final state symmetry of a two-electron atom or negative ion after ab­
sorbing a photon from its ground state is described by 25+1Xv = 1P°, where S  
is the total spin of the system remaining unaltered, L — 1 is the total angular 
momentum of the initial atom +photon complex, and tt =  —1 is the parity quan­
tum  number for the system. The potential curves presented in this section are 
relevant to the recent photodetachment experiments at LAMPF34 and the pho­
toionization measurements of He.35 The curves are obtained up to the n = 12 
hydrogenic threshold for both H~ and He. We have used for this calculation a 
primitive basis set in equation (11-15) comprised of 49 hyperspherical harmonics, 
(II-12-a), augmented by 123 two-electron orbitals, (11-14). The hyperspherical 
harmonics included quantum numbers l \  — (0 ,1 ,2 ,..., 9), £2 = £\ +  1, and 
m  =  (0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ). The two-electron basis set included all the parity-allowed 
intra-shell states with n\ =  n 2 , and inter-shell states with 7x2 =  n\  -f 1.
A. G eneral P roperties o f 1P° Potential Curves for H~ and He
Fig. 3 gives the adiabatic potential curves converging to the lower thresh­
olds, H(n =  2 — 3) and He"l"(n =  2 — 3). These curves have been the subject of 
extensive s t u d i e s . 3 ’1 0 *1 ! . 2 5  The well-known shape resonance36 above H(n =  2) is 
easily interpreted on the basis of the potential barrier which supports a tunnel­
ing resonance. The avoided crossing between the two lowest curves belonging 
to the n = 2 manifold at R  ~  14 a.u. for H— and at R  ~  8 a.u. for He is sharp 
enough to allow for the diabatic connection through the crossing. (A numeri­
cal method for transforming to the diabatic representation from the adiabatic 
picture was proposed by Dalsgaard.37 See also Heil et al.38)
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Fig. 3 . 1P° adiabatic hyperspherical potential curves, U ^ R )  versus the 
hyperradius R, for H~ (a) and for He (b) converging to the n — 2 and n  =  3 
hydrogenic thresholds.
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These two lowest curves in the n  =  2 manifold exhibit different correlation 
patterns as mentioned first by Cooper et al. 39 The lowest diabatic curve, more 
attractive near the origin, describes electrons oscillating radially in phase with 
each other, i.e. states, whereas the electrons characterized by the less
attractive diabatic curve oscillate out-of-phase, states. The wavefunction 
for these two different types of motion (correlation) can be written respectively 
to a fair approximation in the independent particle terminology as
|2nsp  > +=  :(|2snp > -f|2pns >),
v2
and,
|2nsp >~=  -4=(|2snp > —12pns >). ( I l l  — 1)
y/2
The “+ ” states have generally anti-nodes on the potential ridge of Fig. 1, 
whereas the states have a nodal line near a  ~  j  on the ridge. The 
states for the 1P° symmetry are labelled by |K , T  > =  \K ,T  =  1 > quantum 
numbers and the states by \K ,T  >= \K ,T  =  0 > numbers. These quantum 
numbers are the subject of Section III.B.
The long-range form of these potential curves is also of great importance in 
explaining the correlation characteristics of the excited electrons in H“ and He. 
Hence it is worthwhile to look at the asymptotic behavior of (II-3) in detail. 
Assuming that r\ —» oo, then in the valleys of Fig. 1,
7*1 =  R  cos a ~  R  —> oo,
7*2 =  R  sin a  ~  R a  = p.
Expanding equations (II-1) in powers of -g and keeping terms of order -gj, see
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also Macek,10 gives
A2 1 d 2 ^ + 4 / 3
I £>-2 D2 -2 /’2J?2 2 0p2 R 2 P2
and
C 1( 2z 2(z — 1) 2/>cos^i2 — z p / 3  ^ ( ttt -
R  2 K p R  + R 2 }‘ { ]
The residual error in the expansion is of the order 0 ( R ~ 3). Substituting (III-2) 
into (II-3) results in
r, 1 d2 1 io Z\ (Z ~  1) 1 /Hi ^2 ZP r» /» \i*  rr
[ (_ 2 dp2 +  2 p2 ~~p)  R ~  + 2R?(£l + ~ 3 ~ T  + 2pCOS*12)]$,i “
( I I I  -  3)
The channel functions themselves become hydrogenic as
4>M(i2;fi) -> V R  pRn2£3(p)Y£il3LM(h,f2)-  ( I I I  -  4)
Sandwiching (III-3) between the channel functions in (III-4) gives the asymp­
totic form for the Hamiltonian matrix in (III-3),
[i ^  ~  + 2 l p < +  I  -  f  +  > • ([ n  -  5)
Macek10 has shown using (III-4) that the asymptotic diagonal coupling matrix 
elements Qfj,fi(R) have also an analytic form,
Q w ( R ) -> ^ 2  (“ i  +  \  < ~  zp \®» >)• (111 ~ 6 -  a)
Combining (III-5) and (III-6-a) and including the term  will give
^  ~  ,s"'i‘ + t h < +  2/,c m # i2)i*<- > • (m ~ 6 - 6)
The asymptotic wave function in (III-4) is not an eigenfunction of the dipole
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operator,
A =  ^  +  2/9 cos #i2 , ( I I I  — 7)
as it is not diagonal in the representation of (III-4). The effect of 2/9 cos #12 
is to mix different partial wave components of the two electrons, ^1^2 ? as the 
off-diagonal matrix elements of
< \(% +  2p cos 0i2l^in.2^2LM  >,
where \i1n 2i 2L M  > is short-hand notation for the asymptotic channel function 
(III-4), and the label “1” again denotes the outer electron and n,2 is the hydro­
genic principal quantum number of the inner electron. This off-diagonal dipole 
field results from the motion of the outer-excited electron in the permanent 
dipole field of the hydrogen atom or helium ion. The permanent dipole is in 
turn produced by the degenerate mixing of excited angular momentum states of 
H(ra^) or He+(n£) in the electric field of the outer electron. It was demonstrated 
by Gailitis and Damburg40 that this dipole moment can be obtained using the 
first-order degenerate perturbation theory. For the L =  1, odd parity, final 
states, there are 2n — 1 degenerate eigenstates in each hydrogenic n-manifold.
Diagonalization of the dipole operator A in the representation of (III-4) 
proceeds as40
< cos Qnlhnti iLM  > =  cos 012\£i£2LM  >,
( I I I  -  8)
where
R Zil  = <  n 2£'2\p\n2£2 >= ~ ^ n2(n i ~  4 ) 1/2 
is the hydrogenic radial matrix element of p,41 and £> is the larger of £2 and
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The matrix elements of cos #12 in the coupled scheme are given by equation 
(11-11) with k =  1. Then, the asymptotic form of the potential curves can be 
written as
with dp serving as the eigenvalues of the dipole operator in (III- 7). Several 
remarks are in order regarding (III-9). For H-  (z = 1 ), the dipole (-^5 ) term 
dominates the asymptotic behavior of the potential curves. For He (z = 2), 
however, both the monopole (Coulomb, -g) term  and the dipole term  influence 
the large It  behavior of the adiabatic curves.
Eigenvalues of (IH-7) can be classified with the fi =  n K T  quantum  numbers6 
(see Section III.B) as anKT' ( The subscript “2” is dropped hereafter from 
ri2 =  n .) Channels with an attractive dipole tail can support dipole “bound” 
states. Dipole moments for the 1P° channels with quantum  numbers (n K T )  =  
(77, n  — 2,1) and (n K T )  =  (n, 71 — 4 ,1 ) are given in Table I. Using equation (38) 
of Ref. 6 , approximate expressions for the two channels indicated above, are 
given by
9 23ti 2
ti—2,1 =  371 H - — —— — 1 , ( I / J - 1 0 - a )
0  on
an,n—4,1 =  -3 tz2 +  ^  -  A  -  ( i n  - 1 0  - b )
3 n 2 2977 1 3
an,71-2,1 -  -  2 + — 3 ^ - 2 ’ ( i T I - 1 0 - c )
3ti2 2977 4 20 /TTT
~  ~ T  +  T  “  ~  ¥ '  ( / / /  - 1 0  -  d)
Expressions (III-10-a) and (III-10-b) belong to H~ while (III-10-c) and (111-10- 
d) belong to helium.
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Table I. Gailitis-Damburg Eigenvalues (in a.u.) for the two lowest “+ ” 1P° 
channels, (n — 2 ,1)+ and (ra — 4 ,1)+ , of H~ (first sub-column) and He.
n On,®- 2,1 dn.^ n.'-4,1
2 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0
3 -5.2195 -0.9244 13.2195 8.9244
4 -18.4578 -6.8361 7.9195 7.7092
5 -37.7029 -15.7492 -3.4817 3.4604
6 -62.9511 -27.6635 -20.9243 -3.8194
7 -94.2011 -42.5787 -44.3881 -14.1164
8 -131.4522 -60.4944 -73.8642 -27.4237
9 -174.7039 -81.4105 -109.3480 -43.7376
1 0 -223.9561 -105.3269 -150.8372 -63.0561
1 1 -279.2087 -132.2434 -198.3299 -85.3777
1 2 -340.4615 -162.1601 -251.8255 -110.7017
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B . T w o-E lectron  S y m m etry  Q u a n tu m  N u m b e rs
Correlation quantum numbers for doubly excited states were first intro­
duced by Herrick and Sinanoglu in 1975.5,6 They used the fact that hydrogenic 
states |nlm > form a basis for the finite irreducible representations of the 50 (4 ) 
algebra generated by the one-electron angular momentum operator I, generator 
of 0(3) symmetry, and the Runge-Lenz vector b — ^[p x  £ — i x  p\ — zr, where 
p  is the electron momentum operator. (It is this additional constant of motion 
in hydrogen that explains the “accidental” degeneracy of energy levels.) The 
invariant operators of 50(4) symmetry for hydrogen are
( i2 +  b2)\nim  > =  (n 2 — l) |n im  > 
and
(b • £)2\nlm > =  0.
Herrick and Sinanoglu showed that an approximate symmetry group 50 (4 ) =  
50(4)! ® 50(4)2 exists for the two-electron atoms whose generators are the 
total angular momentum operator L and the difference Runge-Lenz vector B =  
62 — &i- The new invariants are5,6
B 2 -f L2 
and 
(B • L)2.
The eigenvalues of these operators are written in terms of a new set of approx­
imate quantum numbers
B 2 + L2 =  (n +  K ) 2 + T 2 -  1
and
( B - L ) 2 =  (n +  K ) 2T 2, 
where T  and K  are quantum numbers related to the usual constants of motion
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as follows:
T  =  0 ,1 ,2 , , m in ( L ,n  — 1)
( / / / - l l )
K  =  n  -  1 -  2 >  -  3 -  T ,  , - ( n  -  1 -  T).
The symmetry basis |/CT >  are eigenstates of the dipole operator,
(r2 • n ) |if!T  > =  - ~ | Z T T  > . ( / / /  -  12)
z
From the above equation, one notices that K  is proportional to 
— <  K T \r 2 cos8U \K T  > . This means that if #12 —> 7r, K  obtains its maximum 
value. Thus the ridge states should be assigned the largest K  value within a 
degenerate ra-manifold. (One exception is the 1P°  symmetry as it will be shown 
below.) From (B • L)2 =  (n +  K ) 2T 2, we can see that in the limit t\ »  r2, 
B  —> 6i ~  r i  and < T  > can be defined as T 2 =  (L • r i ) 2 giving the projection 
of the total angular momentum onto the electronic axis. Non-zero values of 
T  reflect the screw-type action of the inner-electron’s angular momentum on 
the outgoing electron.42 The Gailitis-Damburg eigenvalues, the dipole moments 
anKTi are given in an approximate expression by Ref. 6 as
anKT ^  +  L{L  +  1) +  \ { n 2 -  1 -  K 2 -  3T 2). ( I l l  -  13)z z
The and approximate symmetries discussed in the context of Sec­
tion III.A can also be related to Herrick’s correlation quantum numbers follow­
ing the arguments above. It was shown43-44 that this measure of the radial 
correlation between the two-excited electrons can be written as
i r ( - l ) T+s  if K > L - n  
0 if K < L - n .
For example, 1P°  electrons have A = (—1)7’+1 and A  =  0 quantum  numbers.
Electrons with A  =  0 exhibit little correlation and move largely independently
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of each other.2,44 The requirement of antisymmetrization is also 7r(—1)T+,S =  ±1 
in the body frame where T 2 =  (L - f u ) 2- ( The only restriction on the choice of 
the body-frame set of coordinates is that a set of Euler angles be found such that 
upon rotation, the space-fixed axis of symmetry coincides with the r \2 body- 
frame axis.) From equation (111-13), we see that at large R , the 1P° channel 
with (K , T ) — (1,0) is more attractive than the channel with (K , T ) =  (0,1). 
At small R  though, the condition of antisymmetrization requires the A = -f  
channel, i.e. (T  =  1 ,S  = 0 , K  =  0), to be more attractive for this final state 
symmetry than the A — — channel, i.e. (T = 0 ,S  =  0, K  =  1) channel. Thus, 
channels which are less attractive at large R  must become more attractive 
at small R, i.e. they have to “cross” the other channels. This explains the 
diabatic crossing of “+ ” and curves in the n  =  2 manifold of Fig. 3. 
This crossing pattern (the uncoupling of adiabatic potential curves) persists for 
higher energy channels. For the 3P° symmetry the situation is reversed, based 
on these arguments, and the more attractive asymptotic channels will remain 
more attractive near the nucleus too.
C. A d iab a tic  E n ergy  Levels
Resonant states of two-electron atoms can be thought of as “bound” levels in 
one-dimensional hyperspherical curves. Strictly speaking, states in each excited 
diabatic potential curve are not true bound states since there are open continua 
at lower energies to which they can decay. The Schroedinger equation in the 
adiabatic approximation is the simplified version of (H-5),
[ j j p  +  2(E -  U ^ m ^ R )  = 0, ( I I I  -  15)
where Ufi(R) = U^{R) — g^ 2  — \  Q(ifi.{R)- Doubly excited states within a given
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hyperspherical channel have similar correlation characteristics. The adiabatic 
HS picture therefore helps to group the resonances according to the radial and 
angular behavior of the respective potential energy curve.
In the case of H~ (z =  1), we utilize the fact that the asymptotic form of 
these curves is dipolar in order to obtain energy levels in each diabatic channel 
by matching the solution of (111-15) in the inner region, integrated from origin, 
to energy-normalized dipole functions in the outer region at some large R  — 
R 0 with the aid of single-channel quantum defect theory (QDT).45-46 In the 
asymptotic region, the dipole solutions satisfy
+  ~  2 R ? )] ( ^ ( i ? ) )  =  ° ’ ( / J J  ~  16)
where in (111-15) f/i(R) and gp(R)  are the regular and irregular dipole functions 
with fi = n K T , and is the energy difference from the /u-th threshold. The 
properties of these functions in the context of QDT were first studied in detail 
in Ref. 47. Now recall tha t an attractive dipole potential supports an infinite 
number of bound states. In an actual experiment, the number of observed 
dipole resonances are limited by the fine structure splitting and by higher order 
effects like the Lamb shift. The maximum number of observed resonances in 
an H~ channel below the n-th  threshold can be estimated as48
w ~  =  i  +  { i n - 17)
Here A E  =  2n3( w ) 3(ln ~  -0 *s fine-structure splitting, ei is the binding 
energy of the lowest resonance in each series, and otnKT =  [—a-nKT ~  The
maximum number of observable resonances converging on the H(n =  3, 4, 5,
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and 6) thresholds are respectively 4, 8 ,11, and 13 for the lowest channel in 
each n -manifold with K  =  n — 2 and T  =  1. Adiabatic energy levels calculated 
accordingly, with solutions from (III-15) and (111-16), are presented in Table 
II for some selected channels. Also shown are recent experimental data  from 
LAMPF34 and other theoretical results.
For helium, the corresponding energy levels are obtained by direct integra­
tion of (111-15) and applying the outer boundary condition for discrete wave- 
fun ctions. The reason for not adopting the procedure of H~ here is immediate 
from (III-9) with z  =  2. The long-range form of the potential curves is now 
a combined Coulomb and dipole tail. (One could still apply the QDT pro­
cedure to He, with ordinary (integer I) Coulomb functions, if the matching 
to the asymptotic wavefunctions is done at sufficiently large R  such that the 
dipole term  contributions which fall off as become negligible compared to 
the monopole contributions. Alternatively solutions ( / ^ , ^ )  to the combined 
Coulomb+ dipole equation could be used.) The autoionizing resonance positions 
in He are compared with the recent experimental data35 and other available cal­
culations in Table III. The interpretation of the data presented here will be the 
subject of Section III.G.
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Table II. Energies of 1P° states of H , in a.u, relative to the double escape 
threshold. The numbers in parentheses indicate error in the last digits. The 
calculated values are from the adiabatic hyperspherical treatment.
Calculaied Exo . 1 Others
» (M )s -.06221 -.06260(15)7 -.062392 -.062724 -.062656
>(1.1)4 -.05581 -.05573(15)7 -.055904
>(2.1)4 -.03678 -.037163 -.037352 -.0367356
4(2 . 1 )5* -.03208 -.032116
>(2 , 1 )? -.03144
5 (3 , 1 )? -.02452 -.024518(11) -.Q24553 -.0246262 -.024685®
5 (3 , 1 )? -.02130 -.021393(11) -.021345®
5(3,1)?- -.02045 -.020617(40)
«(4.i)i- -.01752 -.017333(11) -.017383 -.017432 -.01739®
•(4,1)? -.01537 -.015249(07) -.015255®
6(4,1)? -.01453 -.014594(04)
6(4,1)? -.01418 -.014333(04)
7(5,1)? -.01298 -.012877(30) -.01293® -.013022 -.01299®
7(5,1)? -.01156 -.011289(30) -.01152®
7(5,1)? -.01088 -.010914(07)
7(5,1)?„ -.01055
•(6,1)? -.01009 -.010017(40) -.010092
•(6,1)? -.00905 -.008803(07)
8(6,1)?o -.00850 -.008660(11)
s(6,1)+ -.00820
9 (7 , 1 )? -.00802 -.008052
»(7,1)?0 -.00727
1 0(8 , 1 ) ? 0 -.00653
10(8,1)?! -.00605
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Table IL(cont’d)
1). Ref. 34
2). Ref. 9
3). Ref. 50
4). Ref. 8
5). Ref. 49
6). Ref. 33
7). Ref. 59
n i K 'T ) ^  Calculated Exp.1 
n (9 > l)n  --00542
11 (9,1)+ -.00498
12(10,1)^2 -.00456
12(10, l)+3 -.00419
Others
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Table III. Energies of 1P° states of He, in a.u, relative to the double escape 
threshold. The numbers in parentheses indicate error in the last digits. The 
calculated values are from the adiabatic hyperspherical treatm ent.
n (K ,T )£ Calculated Exp.1 Others
3(1.1)? -.33779 -.33549(81) -.335632 -.335694s -.337904
3(1.1)? -.27121 -.2713(11) -.27123s -.270954
3(1.1)? -.24996 -.2511(11) -.25090s -.249954
3(1.1)? -.24037 -.2420(11)
s ( l , l ) ? -.23479 -.2369(11)
3(1,1)? -.23161 -.2340(11)
3(1,1)? -.22946
3(1,1 )ao -.22798
3(1,l ) u -.22691
3 (1 , 1 )1 2 -.22612
3<1>1 )1 3 -.22551
3 (1 , 1 )1 4 -.22504
3(1,1)?5 -.22466
3 ( - l , l ) ? -.28105 -.2847(11) -.28283s -.279254
s ( - l . l ) ? -.25020 -.25160s -.249604
*(-1,1)3- -.24011
3< 1,1)? -.23457
4(2,1)? -.19556 -.1944(11) -.19454s -.194871s -.195554
4(2,1)? -.16198 -.1620(11) -.16127s -.161704
4(2,1)? -.14785 -.1489(11) -.15059s -.147204
4(2,1)? -.14036 -.1431(11)
4(2,1)? -.13606 -.1397(11)
4(2,1)? -.13335
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Table IU.(cont’d)
(K. Calculated Exp.1
4(2 , l)io 
4(2 »l ) n
4(2,1)12 
4(2,1)? 
4(2, i ) f 4
4(2,1)?5
4(0, 1 )?  
4 ( 0 ,1 )?  
4(0,1)?  
4(0 , 1)?  
5(3,1)?  
5(3,1)?  
5(3,1)?
5(3 , 1)?
5(3,1)?
5(3 , 1)?!
5(3,1)?! 
5(3,1)?2
5 (3 ,1)?3
5(3,1)?4 
5(3 ,1)?5
5(1,1)?  
5(1,1)?  
5(1,1)?  
6(4,1)?  
6(4,1)?  
6(4,1)?  
6(4,1)?  
6(4,1)?o 
6(4,1)?! 
6(4 ,1)?2  
6(4,1)?3
Others
-.13153
-.13025
-.12931
-.12861
-.12807
-.12764
-.17576
-.15377
-.14287
-.13734
-.12799
-.10821
-.09863
-.09304
-.08964
-.08741
-.08588
-.08478
-.08396
-.08340
-.08285
-.11802
-.10148
-.09419
-.08924
-.07691
-.07012
-.06669
-.06398
-.06215
-.06085
-.05990
-.1794(11)
-.1556(11)
.1261(11)
.1057(11)
.0991(11)
.0943(11)
-.178822 -.174454 
-.152752 -.14904
.126432 -.126743s -.127054 
-.107302 -.10804
.0881(11)
.0778(11)
-.119182 -.119054
.088602 -.088984s -.08884 
-.078354
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Table IIL(cont’d)
n ( K .T ) ^  Calculated Exp Others
6 (2,l);j- -.08330
e ( 2 , l#  -.07228
7 (5 ,1 #  -.06612
7 (5 ,1 #  -.05844
-.0658713 -.066454 
-.059304
7 (5 ,1 #  -.05276
7(5,1# 0 -.04982
7(5,1)+ -.04779
7(5,l)i2 --04631
7(5, l )+3 -04523
7 (3 ,1 #  -.06243
7 (3 ,1 #  -.05483
8(6 ,1 #  -.05113 -.0507143
8 (6 ,1 #  -04626
8 (6 , l)io -04216
8(6,1#! -.03953
8 (6 ,1 # 2 -.03775
8 (6 , 1 )1 3  -.03649
8 (4 ,1 #  -.04842
8 (4 ,1 #  -.04306
8 (4,1)+ -.03966
<,(7,1# -.04040 -.040926763
9(7 ,1 )+  -.03645
9 ( 7 ,1 #  -.03340
9 (5 ,1#  -.03888
9 (5 ,1 )+  -03527
10(8 , 1# 0 -.03289 -.0327183
10( 8 ,1 #  -.03012
io(8 , l  )+ 2 -.02794
1 ). Ref. 35
2). Ref. 51
3). Ref. 9
4). Ref. 33
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D. H igh-Energy A diabatic P oten tial Curves
At higher energies than the H(n > 4) threshold, the number of avoided 
crossings between different potential curves increases tremendously as the den­
sity of states grows and inter-manifold crossings become commonplace. Hence­
forth, the potential curves for the higher manifolds are shown as an effective 
quantum  number, u ^ R )  =  [— versus s/ R .  This method of repre­
sentation, aside from helping with the visual interpretation, emphasizes several 
regular features of the doubly-excited states of He and H~. First, since the size 
of these states grows as n 2, the minima of the potential curves and the avoided 
crossing regions will scale linearly in \ /R .  Second, since these resonant states 
converge on their respective threshold, adiabatic channels belonging to each hy- 
drogenic series converge to the appropriate quantum  numbers, e.g. v ^ R )  —► n  
as R  —> oo. Third, since these curves are now on a quantum  number scale, 
the energy separation of the adiabatic potential curves for both He and H~ 
can be studied on par. Fig. 4(a) displays all the curves for the 1P ° symmetry 
converging asymptotically to H(n =  3 — 7) and Fig. 4(b) shows the same adi­
abatic curves for helium. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) include channels belonging 
to H(n =  8 — 12) and He+(n =  8 — 12) manifolds, respectively. We stress that 
these potential curves have been plotted adiabatically, whereby the closeness 
of avoided crossings truly reflects weak channel interactions, or approximate 
symmetry; a consequence will be the emergence of a few selected channels from 
the hopeless complexity of Figs. 4 and 5 dominating the excitation process.
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Fig. 4. 1P° adiabatic hypersphericai potential curves of H” (a) and He (b), 
shown as effective quantum numbers, =  [— versus y/R. All the 
curves converging to H(n =  3 — 7) and He+(n =  3 — 7) are displayed. CO
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He+(n =  8 - 1 2 ) (b).
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E. Generalized Two-Electron Formulas
If the potential surface term, (H-2), is expanded around the ridge in Fig. 1, 
the dominant term  will be a Coulomb term  in six-dimensional space52-53 which 
will have an energy spectrum, by analogy to the familiar Coulomb energy in 3 
dimensions, according to
* ( " ’"> = ( i n - I B - a )
with Z 0 = 2y/2(z — | ) . 52 Equation (III-18-a) describes two electrons in a state 
with n  — 1 nodes in R  and with strict localization on the saddle at a  =  |  
and #i2 =  7T. The two-electron charge density distributes itself around the 
saddle, however. Therefore, modified forms of (III-18-a) are used to include 
this diffusion of the two-electron wavefunction off the ridge. The generic form 
for this type of Rydberg-like formula is52-53
E (" ’” ) =  “ ( ^ P  (117 -  18 -  6)
where a  is used to account for the screening of the electronic states, and p  
is coined the quantum defect parameter compensating for the smearing of the 
total wavefunction. States described by (III-18-b) are known as the Wannier 
ridge states.54
We have generalized this well-known two-electron Rydberg formula for H-  
and He. No attem pts were made to obtain directly the constants <t and p. in 
(III-18-b) from first principles. This has been achieved by others.52-53’55-56 
We instead fitted the adiabatic values for the Wannier resonances, n(K, T )£  =  
3(1,1 )3"» 4(2,1 )4", and 5 (3 , 1 )5" to (III-18-b). The optimized values for the
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screening parameter and the quantum defect are listed in Table IV. For the 
purpose of comparison, the values for these parameters obtained by other au­
thors are also included. Note that we only fitted to 3 ridge-riding resonances in 
order to test the accuracy of our adiabatic calculations and also to gauge the 
predictive power of this formula for the higher doubly-excited resonances.
Table IV. Parameters for the Two-Electron Formula.
Parameter H~ He
<r 0.1587 0.1389 0.1621 0.1762
fi -0.3770 -0.2043 -0.1601
1). Ref. 9
2). Ref. 56
For the case of H- , the fitted Rydberg formula was combined with the 
dipole scaling law40’47 into a “Rydberg-dipole” formula describing all the re­
cently observed resonances (in a.u.),
. - 1  . -27r(m -  n). .(1 -  <r)2 1 ,E (m ,n )  = ^ - e Xp{ ( / / / _ i 9)
where the exponential factor, expf-11^ 2 ), gives the scaling of dipole resonances 
converging to an n-threshold. The Wannier states are classified by m  =  n, and 
m  = n -M ,n  +  2 , ... give the dipole resonances converging to the n-th hydrogenic 
threshold. For the doubly-excited states of He, (III-18-b) was combined with
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the one-electron Rydberg formula for the higher resonances into a “Rydberg- 
Rydberg” formula,
=  ( m ~ 20)
In Eq. (111-20), fin = n  — un and un =  [—2( ^  — -^ ~ ^ 2)]~1/ 2 is the one-electron 
effective quantum number for the resonances in each (K ,T ) A = (n — 2 ,1)+ 
channel. (Note that (111-20) neglects the asymptotic dipole moment of He+(n).)
The predicted energy levels from (111-19), with m  treated as continuous, 
are shown in Fig. 6 (a ) 57 along with the photodetachment results of LAMPF . 34 
The lowest resonances in each ra-manifold fall on the Wannier line (unit slope) 
as expected and the higher resonances diverge away from the ridge line and 
converge on the n-th  threshold exponentially. Note that the predicted energy 
levels for the second dipole state with m  =  n  +  2  is uniformly too low by a few 
meV. A similar behavior is seen in Fig. 6 (b), where the photoionization data 
of He35 are superimposed on the energy positions predicted by (111-20). The 
higher resonances in each n-manifold, with m  > n, now largely display one- 
electron Coulomb character as they converge on their respective thresholds. 
In Fig. 6 (b), we also show the other observed resonances with K  = n  — 4 
and T  =  1 quantum numbers. The dashed lines point to the positions of the 
predicted adiabatic energy levels. Similar resonances are absent from the H“ 
photodetachment spectra observed to date.
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Fig. 6 . (a) 1P° Feshbach resonances converging on hydrogenic thresholds 
H( n) shown as effective quantum numbers u =  [—2E (m ,n )]~ 1/ 2 vs. m. The 
solid lines are from Eq. (111-19) with m  > n  treated as continuous. The 
intersection of these curves with the integer values m  define resonance positions. 
Hyperspherical energies are nearly indistinguishable from these curves. The 
experimental data (solid circles) are from Refs. 34 and 59. The Wannier ridge 
states having m  = n  are those for which the dashed line intersects the solid 
lines. From Ref. 57;
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Fig. 6 (b). 1P° Doubly-excited resonances converging on He+(n) thresholds. 
The solid lines are from Eq. (111-20) using the parameters of the lowest “+ ” 
channel, (K ,T ) A =  (n — 2,1)+ . The experimental resonances of Ref. 35 lying 
in these channels are given as solid circles. The observed resonances in the 
next-lowest channel, (K ,T ) A — (n — 4,1)+, are shown as squares. The 
dashed lines give the positions of these resonances calculated in the adiabatic 
HS approximation. Notice that these same resonances are absent in (a) for H- .
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F. Oscillator S trengths in the A diabatic H yperspherical P icture
The dipole matrix element for transition from a ground state *P0 to a final 
state $ f  accessible by a single linearly polarized photon of energy w is
D = < W f \ e - ( r i + r 2)\V0 > , ( I I I  -  21 -  a)
where r is the electron dipole vector and e is the polarization axis of the photon 
field. In the adiabatic approximation where a single channel is relevant, (III- 
21-a) is written as
OO
D  =  J  Fp'W F p,  (£ )!„ ,„ ,(Ji)JtaJi. (I I I  - 2 1  - b )
o
Here, F ^  (R ) and (R ) are solutions of (111-15) for the initial and final states, 
respectively. 7/io#t/(i2) is an independent angular integral of the form12’58
i/i0ft/(-R) =< $At/(jR;n)|(cosQ-cos0i + sina:cos02)|4>//o(^ ;^ ) > • (HI — 2 2)
The integration over a  is performed numerically. The other integrals over the 
angular coordinates are analytic and geometric in nature,
< e '^ L 'M ]  cos 011*1 l 2L M  > = ( -1  )t2~M
x [(2*i +  l)(2*i +  1)(2L +  1)(22/ +  l)]1/2
f L V  1 1 /  L V  l \  1 * A
X \  h  *2 J V - M  M  o j  V 0 0 0 )
( I I I  -  23)
A similar equation holds for the matrix elements of cos 82- For linearly polarized
light M  — 0 if the initial state has zero total angular momentum. The dipole
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m atrix elements to the bound and continuum parts of the resonant states can 
now be obtained with (111-21)- (III-23). The oscillator strength is defined as
=  2w\D\2, ( I I I -  24)
and the cross section for ionization is
(I I I  -  25)
As an application of these equations to the excitation of H(n =  2), we show 
in Fig. 7(b) the calculated cross section demonstrating the dominance of the 
well-known shape resonance above H(n =  2) threshold. Most of the oscillator 
strength from the hydrogen ion ground state goes into exciting this resonance 
above threshold. The calculated resonance is at ~  20 meV above the H(n, =  2) 
threshold and has a tunneling width at half maximum of about 23 meV. (Note 
that this is not an autoionizing resonance in the adiabatic HS approximation. 
The decay channel for this resonance is the n  = 2 continuum.) Both the 
position and the width compare favorably with the experimental data .36 A 
similar structure above the He+(n =  2) threshold is absent due to the attractive 
nature of the Coulomb force as can be seen from Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 7(a), we give 
Ifioiit{R) as a function of R  to show the behavior of these integrals with R. Here 
Ho = lses  is the ground state hyperspherical channel of H~, and f i f  — (0 ,1)+ is 
the channel in the n — 2 manifold. We can immediately see the range of R  
over which the two electrons interact most strongly. The spike at R  ~  13 
a.u. is the avoided crossing region of the and curves where the channel 
functions swiftly change character.
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Fig. 7. (a) dependence of the angular integral on R  in Eq. (II-
22). The initial state is the H~ ground state and the final state is the 
channel in the n  =  2 manifold of H~. The spike near R  ~  13 a.u. indicates 
the diabatic crossing of the “+ ” and curves; (b) the shape resonance above 
H(n =  2) threshold calculated in the adiabatic approximation. Also shown is 
the oscillator strength for exciting this resonance from the ground state of H".
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G. Physical In te rp re ta tio n  of Potential Curves
Close scrutiny of the results in Tables II and III reveal some interesting facts. 
The photoionization data in table III agree rather well with those autoionizing 
states, see also Fig. 6(b), labelled with correlation quantum  numbers (K , T )A 
(n — 2 ,1)+ and (K ,T ) A =  (n — 4 ,1)+ . This indicates that these observed 
doubly-excited states in the He ionization spectrum belong to the two lowest 
hyperspherical channels of Figs. 3(b)-5(b). More striking, however, are the 
results of Fig. 6(a). Here one observes that all the experimental H~ Feshbach 
resonances correspond very closely only to those doubly-excited states lying in 
the channels for which the quantum number K  is maximum within a given 
n  manifold, i.e. K  — n  — 2, providing strong evidence for the dominance of 
the lowest channel in each hydrogenic series for the photodetachment of 
H“ . (The only observed H~ resonance which has a different correlation pattern 
is the lone Feshbach resonance below H(n =  2). The only channel 
in the n  = 2 manifold has a repulsive barrier at large R, see Fig. 3(a). This 
“+ ” channel is not deep enough to support an autoionizing Feshbach resonance. 
The repulsive barrier, on the other hand, does support an above threshold or 
shape resonance directly excited from the H-  ground state, as can be seen in 
Fig. 7(b).)
The systematic dominance of channels over channels has been firmly
established after the work of Macek,10 Lin,11 and Fano1. The canonical expla­
nation for this phenomenon relies on the repulsive nature of potential curves 
in the “Franck-Condon” region. This explanation fails, however, to account for 
the dominance of the lowest channel in H“ within each high n-manifold, 
in which numerous other channels with K  = n — 4 ,n  — 6, etc. and similar
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potential curves begin to emerge.
To explain this approximate selection rule, we need to investigate several 
factors. An interesting feature of the experimental spectra for both II ~ and 
He is the asymmetric nature of the resonances converging on H(n =  3) 59 and 
He+(ra =  2 ,3) 4,35 in Figs. 8 (a)-8 (c) which contrast with the window like profile 
of the resonances converging on the higher thresholds. (See Figs. 9(a)-9(d). 
Only H“ photodetachment spectra are shown but the He photoionization cross 
sections of Ref. 35 exhibit similar behavior.) By inspection of the potential 
curves it can be argued that the wavefunctions for the lower-lying resonances 
have non-negligible direct overlap with the ground state wavefunctions of both 
H~ and He. Thus, the Fano profile parameter , 60 q which is defined by
* 2 =  1 < 4>\^-r\i > I2
2 q T\ < j>\e-r\i > |*’
is non-zero. Here \<j> > , and \ip > are the “discrete” and “continuum” parts 
of the resonant wave function, respectively, and |i > represents the ground 
state wave function. T is the full width at half maximum of the resonance 
in atomic units. Following the procedure of Section III.F, we find that for 
the direct excitation of the ridge state in the H(n = 3) manifold, i.e. the 
n(K, T )^  = 3  (1 , 1 )3" state, the dipole matrix element to the bound part of 
the wavefunction, see the above expression, is about 0.016 while the continuum 
dipole matrix element is 0.768. Using the experimental resonance width, we get 
|gj ~  0.53 as compared with the experimental value of |g| ~  0.81. In helium, the 
resonances belonging to both “+ ” channels of He+(n =  3) series get roughly 
equal amounts of direct oscillator strength, ~  10~6, from the He ground state. 
(In H~, the 3 ( —1 , 1 )+ channel is totally repulsive and cannot therefore
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Fig. 8. (a) Photoabsorption spectrum of He is shown as a function of photon 
wavelength below He+ (n =  2), from Ref. 4; (b) photoabsorption resonances 
converging on He+(n =  3), from Ref. 35; and (c) photodetachment spectrum 
of H~ below H(n =  3), from Ref. 59. Notice the asymmetric nature of the 
photospectrum profiles.
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Fig. 9. Partial photodetachment cross sections of H~ from Ref. 34 are 
shown as functions of photon energy. Doubly-excited resonances converging 
onto H(n =  5, 6, 7, and 8) are visible in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Cnto
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support any autoionizing states.) Resonances in the partial cross sections below 
H(n > 4) and He+(n > 4), on the other hand, all appear as dips which translate 
into q ~  0. In the adiabatic hyperspherical picture, this follows because there 
is no physical overlap between the ground state wave function and the resonant 
wave functions, whose size is growing as n 2.
The other and more arresting aspect of the mechanism for this selection 
rule was alluded to in an earlier paper57 in which the total dominance of the 
lowest curves of the hydrogen negative ion was interpreted in terms of 
contour plots of the two-electron density30 as functions of a  and 0i2. It was 
shown that the higher intra-manifold channels exhibit extra nodal lines in 
012 near the Wannier ridge. In fact, the nodal lines are well enough defined 
to suggest a near separability of the adiabatic wave function in 0 i2 analogous 
to the BO separation of R. Figs. 10(a-h) show some of these contour plots 
for the two atomic systems for different values of R  near the minima of the 
adiabatic curves where the bulk of the resonant wave functions belonging to 
those channels are localized. As a consequence, high-lying doubly-excited states 
are reached through an initial dipole transition into the lowest channels of Figs. 
(3)-(5) followed by successive non-adiabatic transitions between the dominant 
channels each having similar nodal character in a  and 0\2. For H~ 1P° 
symmetry, this means that only “+ ” channels with no nodes in 0u ,  i.e. with 
K  = n  — 2 and T  = 1, similar to those in Fig. 10(a), will be populated. In the 
case of He the channels with K  =  n  — 2 as in Fig. 10(d) are coupled to 
each other, separately from those “+ ” channels with K  — n  — 4 which have a 
single nodal line in 0\2■ This follows because the 3 (—1,1)+ channel converging 
to He+(n =  3) is populated by a dipole transition from the ground state along
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H(n >  4) and He+(n >  4), on the other hand, all appear as dips which translate 
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is no physical overlap between the ground state wave function and the resonant 
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The other and more arresting aspect of the mechanism for this selection 
rule was alluded to in an earlier paper57 in which the total dominance of the 
lowest curves of the hydrogen negative ion was interpreted in terms of 
contour plots of the two-electron density30 as functions of a  and #12 . It was 
shown that the higher intra-manifold “+ ” channels exhibit extra nodal lines in 
012 near the Wannier ridge. In fact, the nodal lines are well enough defined 
to suggest a near separability of the adiabatic wave function in 012 analogous 
to the BO separation of R. Figs. 10(a-h) show some of these contour plots 
for the two atomic systems for different values of R  near the minima of the 
adiabatic curves where the bulk of the resonant wave functions belonging to 
those channels are localized. As a consequence, high-lying doubly-excited states 
are reached through an initial dipole transition into the lowest channels of Figs. 
(3)-(5) followed by successive non-adiahatic transitions between the dominant 
“+ ” channels each having similar nodal character in a  and $1 2- For H-  1P° 
symmetry, this means that only channels with no nodes in #1 2 , i.e. with 
K  =  to — 2 and T  =  1, similar to those in Fig. 10(a), will be populated. In the 
case of He the “+ ” channels with K  =  to — 2 as in Fig. 10(d) are coupled to 
each other, separately from those channels with K  = n  — 4 which have a 
single nodal line in 0\2- This follows because the 3 (—1,1)+ channel converging 
to He+(n. =  3) is populated by a dipole transition from the ground state along
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Fig. 10. The adiabatic two-electron density function shown as contour plots 
versus a  and 812. In (a)-(c), contour plots for the three lowest “+ ” channels of 
H~ in the n — 6 manifold are given at R  =  80 a.u. The appropriate quantum 
numbers are vA — 0+ , l + ,and 2+ (these quantum numbers are introduced in 
Sec. III.G), corresponding to (K T )A — (41)+ ,(21)+ ,and (01)+ , respectively;
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Fig. 10 (cont’d) the lowest “+ ” channels of He in the n  =  5 hydro- 
genic manifold at R  =  25 a.u. are shown in (d)-(f) with quantum numbers 
v A =  0+ , l + ,and 2+, corresponding to (K T )A =  (31)+ , ( l l ) + ,and  (—11)+ , re­
spectively. The radii at which these densities are evaluated correspond to the 
minima of the respective diabatic channels;
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20.0,-
Fig. 10 (cont’d) surface plots are shown instead in (g) and (h) to depict the 
behavior of the two-electron charge surface in He in the n  =  3 manifold, (g) 
and (h) correspond respectively to (11)+ and (—11)+ channels at R  =  9 a.u., 
i.e., vA = 0+ and v+ =  1+ . Note the distinct nodal character in 6u  in (a)-(h).
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with the 3 (1 , 1)+ channel of He. In Table V, a listing of the maximum non- 
adiabatic coupling matrix elements between some selected curves are pre­
sented in order to elucidate the strength of the transition probabilities to high 
n-manifolds. One observation is that the coupling between “+ ” channels of dif­
ferent angular character is by far smaller than those of like angular character, 
see also Ref. 37.
Based on these arguments, one can speculate on the main autoionizing de­
cay mode for these excited resonances to be the open continuum of the lowest 
of the next lowest hydrogenic threshold . 6,25 This process is however not 
universal and can become energetically impossible. In He, the first instance 
a resonance dips below the first available continuum is the 5 (3 , 1 )5" state con­
verging on He+(n =  5). In H~, this occurs for the Wannier state converging 
on H(n =  9), i.e. 9 (7 , 1 )9" state which can now decay to the n  =  7 continuum. 
Another implication is that this broad resonance will be strongly perturbed by 
the narrow dipole resonances of the n = 8 series lying very close to the n = 8 
threshold as in other familiar multichannel Rydberg spectra,61 see also Fig. 11. 
As higher energies are accessed, this pattern of overlapping resonances should 
become more frequent.
We are now in position to propose the following selection rule for the main 
channel interactions in H~ and He photoexcitation as: A n  = —1, A A = 0, 
and A v — 0, where v = |(ra — AT — T  — 1) is the the bending vibrational 
quantum number of the 3-body rotor,6’62 namely the number of nodes in $1 2 . 
The dominant photodetachment channels of H~, having quantum numbers v A 
0 " are shown in Fig. I I .57 We mark the positions of the autoionizing resonances 
in each diabatic channel with horizontal lines to stress the regularity of the
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Table V. Non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements near the avoided crossings R c 
between different 1P° channels of H-  (first sub-column) and He.
Ji_ j l  Rl. P*.(.R - l  P$,.{R,M\V, -  V. I
2(0,1)+ 3(1,1)+ 16.2 7.8 0.080 0.160 0.117 0.110
2(0,1)+ 3 ( 1,1)+ 11.2 5.8 0.045 0.110 0.020 0.024
3(1,1)+ 4(2,1)+ 33.5 16.4 0.055 0.115 0.180 0.162
3(1,1)+ 4(0,1)+ 18.0 11.5 0.027 0.060 0.009 0.019
4(2,1)+ s(3 ,l)+ 28.5 0.090 0.230
5(3,1)+ e(4,l)+ 44.0 0.070 0.250
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Fig. 11. The lowest diabatic channels within each H(n) manifold, 
vA =  0+ , are plotted as effective quantum numbers, see Fig. 4, versus \ fR  
along with the level positions in each potential. The ridge states are shown with 
darker markings. The Wannier ridge line, vw  =  18~1/4y/R, as an imaginary 
straight line through the avoided crossings, is clearly evident in this figure. 
From Ref. 57.
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resonance series. The ridge resonances are shown with darker markings. One 
can appreciate the simplicity and regularity of interactions in Fig. 11 when 
compared with the complexity of Figs. 4 and 5. The dominant photoioniza­
tion channels in He are likewise given in Fig. 12, where the channel quantum 
numbers are now vA =  0+ and vA =  1+ .
H. QDT Fit
Quantum-defect fits have been made to the photodetachment spectra of H~
in the n = 5 — 7 manifolds to supplement the conclusions of Section III.F. In
the language of QDT, if only two channels are considered, an analytical form
for the resonant cross section can be written as12,25
47r2u><rT = ------
137
j________ P 2 cos 9 sin( /?2  +  717/2 ) +  £>2 sin 6 sin(/32 +  7iy/i)_________ j2
cos2 0 cos(7iy/i — £)sin (/?2  +  ^ 2 ) + sin2 0 cos(7r fj,2 — £)sin ( /? 2 +  717/1 )
( I I I  - 2 6 - a )
with
tan£ — s*n(7r^ ti ) s i n (/^2 + 717*2 ) +  tan2 0 s in (7 tY /2 ) s i n (/? 2 + 717/ 1 )
c o s ( t t )  s i n (/?2 +  7iy/2 )  +  t a n 2 0  cos ( 717/ 2 ) s in ( /? 2 +  7 r / / i )
( / / /  - 2 6  - b )
In (111-26), H\ and fi2 are the familiar energy-independent eigenchannel quan­
tum defects, 6 is the mixing angle for the channel interaction, 8 is the physical 
phase shift in the open (energetically accessible) detachment channel (channel 
1), and fl2 is the long-range phase parameter which for the case of H~ is the 
dipole phase,47
($2 =  a 2\n2u2 — argT(l -  ia 2), ( I I I  - 2 7 )
with v2 = (—2e2)-1/2- The energy from the n-th threshold is e2 while a 2 is
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Fig. 12. The two lowest diabatic channels of He, v A — 0+ and vA — 
1 + , are shown as effective quantum numbers versus V R .  The level positions 
are shown with solid lines. The Wannier ridge line now has the value uw =
( I Y ' I ' V r .
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defined in (111-17) in Sect. III.C. D\ and Di are the dipole matrix elements 
connecting the final states to the H~ ground state. The weakly closed channel 
in the energy range of interest is the vA — 0+ channel in each hydrogenic 
manifold. This channel contributes the resonance structure to the spectrum. 
The open channel is assumed to be the vA — 0+ continuum channel in the 
next-lowest adjacent hydrogenic manifold, although this assumption does not 
affect the total cross section fit. The nonresonant background cross section is 
assumed to be a linearly sloping function (see Fig. 9),
<rh = A + B {E  + - L ) .  ( 7 /1 -2 8 )
The total cross section is then the sum of the resonant (o>) and nonresonant 
(u&) parts. Above the 71-th threshold, E  — e2 > 0, the cross section can be 
approximated as
( I I I -  29)
where u> is the photon frequency in atomic units, see also (111-25). The QDT 
equations were fitted to the lowest (Wannier) observed resonance in each 71- 
series. The optimized parameters were then used in (III-26)-(III-29) to pre­
dict the rest of the spectra. These fits are shown in Figs. 13 confirming 
the conclusions reached in Section III.G that only the lowest “+ ” channel in 
each 72-manifold directly influences the detachment spectra of H~. These fits 
also confirm that the experiment does observe two more dipole resonances not 
assigned.34 One is the resonance state 5 (3 , l)^  converging on H(n = 5) in Fig. 
13(a) and the other is the excited state 7(5,1)i"0 lying below H(72 =  7) in Fig. 
13(c). Minor discrepancies between the fits and the experimental measurements
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apparently are caused by (i) total neglect of the energy dependence of the QDT 
parameters and by (ii) the fact that the experimental energy resolution of ~  8 
meV has not been convoluted into the fitted spectrum.
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Fig. 13. Two-channel quantum defect fits to the photodetachment spectra 
of H“ in the n — 5 — 7 manifolds are shown in (a)-(c), respectively. The 
experimental data is from Ref. 34.
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IV. LOW -ENERGY ELECTRON-ATOM SCATTERING 
W ITH  A MODEL POTENTIAL
The Wannier threshold mechanism, involving simultaneous ejection of two 
electrons leaving behind a positively charged ion, has remained an intriguing 
problem for atomic physics.16-20,63-66 The threshold behavior of low-energy 
electron-atom scattering for two-electron escape is a classic example of electron- 
electron correlation in a two-electron system. The delicate balance of electron- 
electron interaction and electron-nucleus attraction at large distances manifests 
in a threshold behavior cr ~  where A is a non-integer exponent larger than 
unity. (For H- , this exponent is 1.127.) The small difference of this exponent 
from unity is precisely the subtle effect of the long-range interaction between 
the two electrons. If one uses an uncorrelated wave function, as a product of 
two 3-dimensional Coulomb functions, one obtains A =  1 for this exponent.18 
Wannier16 was the first to recognize this fact, and he obtained this power law 
using classical arguments. The validity of this threshold law was later con­
firmed by a semi-classical WKB analysis17 and by a full quantum mechanical 
treatm ent in 1971.18 (The experimental confirmation of this law lagged behind 
until the mid 1970’s and early 80’s.19’20) All of these derivations were concerned 
with the continuum interaction of electrons. Observation of highly excited two- 
electron states below the double ionization threshold54 has hinted to the same 
pattern of electron-electron correlation as the Wannier electrons have above the 
double continuum threshold. This means that those doubly excited states that 
distribute their charge density primarily on the Wannier ridge, see the ridge line 
in Figs. 6, are excited through a ladder process of non-adiabatic transitions as 
discussed in Section III.G. This motivated us to study such excitation processes
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en route to double ionization. The method chosen is the hyperspherical coor­
dinate method which has also been the coordinate representation of choice in 
almost all of the derivations of the Wannier threshold law cited above.16-18,63
Since the unstable mode of excitation on the saddle is in the a  coordinate 
and the small amplitude motion along the $12 coordinate is that of a harmonic 
oscillator (see Fig. 1), it is possible to reduce the electron-electron interaction 
potential to a simplified version which is strictly valid only at 012 =  7r,
7*12 012=7r n  +  ^2
( IV  -  1)
Using this collinear model of electron-electron potential, Peterkop17W derived 
the same threshold exponent as Wannier. Also that the asymptotic form of this 
simplified interaction potential contains a dipole term as the actual electron- 
hydrogen potential.
A. Adiabatic Potential Curves and Coupling M atrices
Replacing ^  by the approximation (IV-1), equation (II-2) now reads as
C(a)  = ------------------   i ------, ( IV  -  2)cos a  sin a  sin ct +  cos a
after setting z — 1. We can now solve for U ^ R )  in (II-3) by either of the
methods described in Section II.C after setting all the partial waves equal to 
zero. The adiabatic hyperspherical potential curves, Un(R ), are shown in Fig.
14(a) as effective quantum numbers, vn(R). For convenience we use n = fi
since there will only be one curve in each hydrogenic manifold, which behaves 
like the lowest curve in the degenerate n-manifold of the true H-  ion. In
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Fig. 14(b), the coupling matrix elements between adjacent potential curves, 
-Pn,n+i(-R), are shown. The diagonal corrections to the adiabatic potentials, 
Qn,n(R), are given in Fig. 14(c). The intriguing regularities in these figures 
suggest that simple analytic forms may characterize the ra-dependence of these 
interaction matrices. The asymptotic form of these adiabatic curves following 
the prescription of Section III.A can be derived by writing
=  m r )m r ;<*), (I V ~ 3)
where p =  Ra.  Upon using the asymptotic form of the channel functions, 
similar to (III-4), we get
1 7 n2
(JF - 4 -  •)
and,
<?,,.(*) -» ^ ( - j  -  y  )■ (IV  — 4 — 6)
The adiabatic potential energy including the correction term, (IV-4-b), will 
have a long-range form
m r ) -  ~  -  \ q m r ) ( 1 V ~ 5)
to be compared with (III-9).
One should note that an unrealistic feature of this model is that the n = 1 
curve forms a dipole moment, ai =  3. Note also that the leading terms of the 
dipole moments for the 1S'e symmetry of H~ is anin- i tQ = —3n 2 + 3n, from 
(111-13), which for n =  1 is zero. Comparing the latter expression of the
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Fig. 14. (a) 15 e adiabatic potential curves calculated with the model po­
tential in Eq. (IV-1), shown as effective quantum numbers vs. y/H. There is 
only one curve of character in each n-manifold;
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Fig. 14. (b) non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements,Pni„+i(/?), between 
nearest-neighbor curves of (a) are shown as functions of y/R\
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Fig. 14. (c) the diagonal correction to the adiabatic potentials, Qn,n{R)> is 
shown scaled by R 2 as a function of \ /R .  The asymptotic values of the curves 
in (c) can be directly read off to be compared with the analytic form in Eq. 
(IV-4-b).
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dipole moment with (IV-5), one observes that for n  > 1 the model potential 
(IV-1) forms more attractive dipole moments, which is to be expected as the 
form of interaction in (IV-4) minimizes the repulsive interaction between the 
two electrons, hence overestimating the binding energies.
The asymptotic form of the non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements can 
also be evaluated along similar lines, giving
p .,AH) -> - ^ 5 )  < s .Ip ’ I*.' >]• { i v  -  6)
In (1V-6), p and have the same definition as in (III-4). The matrix elements 
of p2 in the hydrogenic basis can be obtained by using the recursion relations in 
Ref. 65. The convergence of the numerical coupling matrix elements to these 
asymptotic forms is borne out in Fig. 14.
B . C o u p led -C h an n el S o lu tions in  R
To study inelastic excitations of H(n) states, we need to solve the coupled- 
differential equation (II-5) cast in another form,24
[t1^  +  p )2 +  2(IE — U )]F(J2) =  0, ( I V -  7)
where we have made use of the expression in (II-20-b) for the matrix Q. It 
should be noted that we include in the potential matrix U  in (IV-7) a diagonal 
correction term — |( Q 7i,n(-R) + Y2n' l^n.n'l2)- This corrective term is added to 
the diagonal potential matrix as in Ref. 12 to compensate for the truncation 
of the adiabatic basis set to a finite number N.  We have found that otherwise 
the truncated sum suffers from an incorrect convergence at large hyperradii.
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Each column of the solution matrix, Fnp(R), corresponds to an independent 
solution vector of the homogenous differential equation (IV-7). This solution 
matrix is propagated from the origin to a matching radius R 0 at different val­
ues of the energy E. At each value of E,  there are some open channels, N 0, 
which are energetically accessible and some closed channels, Nc = N  — N 0. 
Starting from the origin with an N  x N  diagonal matrix describing the inner 
boundary conditions, the propagation of this matrix in R  will result in nonzero 
off-diagonal values representing coupling to the solutions in the other channels. 
Solutions in the closed channels are no longer oscillatory and grow exponentially 
as exp( f  Kn(R')dR'), where nn(R) = ■s/2[Un(R) — E] is the absolute value of 
the local wave vector in the closed channel n. The exponential growth quickly 
overwhelms the oscillations in the open channels and causes the solution vectors 
to become linearly dependent. To remedy this problem, we divide the range 
0 < R  < R 0 into several stabilization intervals. Solutions are propagated to an 
interval boundary, say R}., for the fc-th interval, and are stabilized at R  = R^. 
The stabilized solutions F ^ ( R )  are used as the new boundary conditions to 
be propagated to the next interval boundary Rk+i- The strategy for the stabi­
lization is to introduce a transformation such that all the growing components 
of the solution matrix are zero, i.e. the transformed matrix becomes upper 
triangular,68
F<*>(fit) =  F(fi*)S, (IV -  9)
where S is the stabilization matrix. Construction of the matrix S can be 
achieved by forming a product of Householder matrices according to ,
S =  C j C j - i C j - 2  c 2. ( IV  -  10 -  a)
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In (IV-10-a),
Cy =  I  — 2w j  <8> w j , {IV  - 1 0  - b )
where w is a real vector with \w\2 =  1. The Householder matrix Cy is an 
orthogonal matrix and the stabilization matrix S is unitary. Each Cy stabilizes 
a particular row of components of the solution matrix F (Rk)- The vector wj for 
the j -th Househoulder matrix can be constructed according to Wilkinson:68-69
Dj  =  sign(Fjj)\ £ i w i
P=1
K i = 2 l \ ( D ]  + DjFjj)}1' 2. 
Then the /3-th component of the j- th  vector is
( w 0 ) j
’ Fj p / K j ft <3
(Fjj + D j ) /K j  if p  = j  
10
{ IV  -  10 -  c)
{IV  -  10 -  d)
The choice for the number of intervals for the stabilization procedure de­
pends strongly on the number of closed channels and requires experimentation. 
Solution vectors constructed in this manner are linearly independent and a 
measure of their independence is their Wronskian,24 defined as,
=  Ft(a) • G{a) -  Gj3) ■ F js),
where the generalized derivative vector is G ^  =  —( 1 ^  +  P)F^a\  Since the 
asymptotic form of the force field on the scattering electrons is dipolar, see 
(IV-5), one can use the solutions at R 0, namely F(3)(jR0), and match onto 
the quantum-defect functions (/^ , g^) as explained in Sec. III.C. To match
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to multichannel quantum-defect functions (MQDT ) 46,70 in the outer region,
R  > Ro, we make a linear superposition of solution vectors to obtain solutions
in each adiabatic channel n,
N
^  (R°)c0v = fn(Ro)Unv COs(7T/i|/) — 9n(Ro)Unv sin (7171.1/), ( I V — 1 1 )
0=1
where u =  1 , 2 , N 0 is the number of open or weakly-closed channels. A 
similar equation holds for the derivatives with respect to R  as well. The 
short-range correlation parameters are fiv , the eigenchannel quantum defects 
(or eigen-phase shifts 7rfiv), and XJnv, the orthogonal frame transformation ma­
trix elements connecting the detachment channels n  to the eigenchannels v. The 
energy-normalized dipole functions, fn and gn, are solutions of (111-16). A sim­
ilar linear superposition in the strongly closed channels must of course decay 
exponentially outside this prescribed “one-dimensional box” enclosed within
R  =  Ro,
N
£  *$(«>)*/>■''=<>• ( / F - 1 2 )
0=1
where v' =  N 0 +  1, N 0 +  2,...., N  is the number of strongly closed channels.
Knowledge of the strong short-range electron-electron correlations can be 
obtained by solving (IV-11) and (IV-12) for \iv and Unv which are in princi­
ple smooth functions of energy. Equations (IV-11) and (IV-12) reduce to a 
generalized eigenvalue problem familiar in the QDT formalism (see Ref. 70),
Tc =  tan(7r/zI/)Ac, ( IV  — 13)
where
J  W(F^8J, f n), open and weakly-closed channels
pC®)n0
r n/3= <  (s)nP ( IV  - 1 4 -  a)
( F\g , strongly-closed channels
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and
A I W (F $ ,g „ ) ,  open and weakly-closed channels ^ y  ^  ^
[ 0 . strongly-closed channels
There are v  solutions of (IV-13), one for every open or weakly closed channel. 
The frame transformation matrix, Unvi can also be obtained as
u"  = - " ' ‘a S K i j W S  OV -  is)
where we have made use of the fact W ( f n,gn) = ^ . 47 Each column vector of 
the frame transformation matrix is normalized, i.e. N v = —7======.
y /Z iW " ?
The scattering matrix can be defined as
Tlo
Snn'(E) = T n p e ^ T n . f , ) ^ .  ( I V  -  16)
p=1
In (IV-16), T  is a real orthogonal matrix, 7rrp gives the eigenphase shift of the 
scattered electron wavefunction in each channel due to the short-range effects 
of the force field. The long-range effects of this field are manifested by the 
dipole-field phase shift r/n. The eigenvector matrix Tnp and the physical eigen- 
phaseshifts r p are obtained after the usual MQDT process of “closed channel 
elimination” 46,70 in which the effects of the energetically inaccessible weakly- 
closed channels are removed by enforcing the outer boundary conditions, see 
particularly equations (17-25) in Ref. 70. The total number of physically rele­
vant channels is n 0. The long-range phase-shift is defined as47
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pertaining to each open channel n, with
i  — * - l r  tan (a„ ln (% ) +  ni-Sr ( l - i a „ ) )
* "  - lan [ { I V  ~ 17 “  6)
Here =  (an — I ) 1/2, and | & 2 =  en is the energy relative to the n-th threshold.
C. Electron Scattering Cross Section
The final expression for elastic (n —» n) and inelastic (n1 —> n) cross sections 
can be written in terms of the scattering matrix, (IV-16), (in units of 7ra2 where 
a0 is the bohr radius), as
*nn'(E) = y r\Snn>(E) -  Snn>\2. ( IV  -  18)
The form of ann for the elastic scattering cross section just above the first 
threshold (ei ~  0 ) is particularly simple,
(rn(E) = — sin2 (7r^i +  771). ( IV  -  19)
ei
In (IV-19), we see the presence of low-energy oscillations in <rn (the Gailitis- 
Damburg oscillations) because /j, 1 is an analytic function of energy while the 
outer dipole causes 771 to vary strongly with energy as in (IV-17). This os­
cillatory logarithmic dependence of the elastic cross section on the energy is 
depicted graphically in Fig. 15(a)(inset). The smooth oscillations of the cross 
section just above the threshold are manifestations of the exponential conver­
gence of the discrete states in the dipole field just below the threshold. Also 
the zero in the elastic cross section of Fig. 15(a) at ei ~  0.05 a.u. is the result 
of the long-range phase shift oscillations, see Eqs. (IV-17). The next-highest 
zero of the oscillations would occur about 4 a.u. above the n = 1 threshold.
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The above argument shows that the H~ ion modeled here supports an in­
finite number of truly bound dipole states. (Note that the real H~ has only 
one true bound state at -0.52775 a.u.)71 Table VI gives the positions of the first 
three discrete levels in the n  =  1 channel.72 For comparison, the I s 2 energy is 
calculated three different ways. The first entry in Table VI is obtained from 
a direct numerical integration of (IV-8) and forcing all the components of the 
solution vectors to vanish on a large-JR boundary (strongly-closed channels). 
The second entry is found by following the prescription of (IV-11) and allowing 
the numerical solutions to match at a smaller radius R 0 ~  14 a.u. onto the 
long-range dipole functions for the lowest channel. The third entry is an “ex­
act” calculation obtained by diagonalizing the model two-electron Hamiltonian 
in a large independent-electron basis (120 basis functions), 2/niOn2o(n)^2) from 
(11-14), confined to a finite volume. One notices that all three entries are in 
good agreement with one another, and also that the binding for this model 
potential is much deeper than that for the real H~ ion.
Table VI. Bound-State 1S e Energy Levels (in a.u.) for H-  with the electron 
interaction modeled by the potential.
Designation No. of adiabatic channels Energy level relative to n =  1 
I s 2 3“ -0.14652
Is 2 36 -0.14653
I s 2 “Exact”0 -0.14648
a) W ithout MQDT
b) with MQDT
c) diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian with 120 symmetrized products of 15 
“closed-type” one-electron functions confined to a volume of radius r0 =  15.
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The elastic scattering cross section of Fig. 15(a) gives the resonances con­
verging on the n = 2 and n  =  3 thresholds as well. A hyperspherical-MQDT 
calculation using three coupled channels below the n = 2 threshold with the box 
boundary at R 0 = 14 a.u., produces the structure shown. For the energy range 
below the n  =  3 threshold, four channels are included and the box boundary is 
moved out to R 0 = 30 a.u. The highest channel is treated as strongly closed in 
each case. In Fig. 15(a), we give the inelastic cross section for the excitation 
of H(n =  2) in the same energy range as above. These results compare well 
with Altick’s calculations73 using 55 two-electron functions to form the inner 
solutions which vanish on a boundary at r = 40 a.u. A discrepancy between the 
present results with those of Altick concerns the position of the Wannier reso­
nance in the n — 3 channel. This resonance appears in <rn at 0.4266 a.u. above 
the first-detachment threshold. The “blip” reported by Altick as the ridge reso­
nance occurs at 0.3980 a.u. For comparison the 3s2 discrete state lies at 0.4215 
a.u. in an adiabatic HS calculation, which is more attractive than the result 
of coupled-channel integration. This is explained by the fact that the effect of 
channel coupling on the energy levels is usually repulsive. This resonance has a 
width (in a.u.) of Ti ~  1.4 x 10~3,72 as compared with T =  1.5 x 10~3 for the 
3s2 1S e resonance of the real H-  ion below the H(n =  3) threshold at 0.4310 
a.u.74 The lowering of the energy of 3s2 level for the model H~ is due to the 
fact that the model electron-electron potential minimizes the electrostatic re­
pulsion producing a more attractive dipole moment than in the true H-  state. 
The second-lowest resonance below H(n =  3) at 0.4398 a.u. has a width of 
r 2 ~  6.5 x 10-4 . The dipole scaling law states that the ratio 
is constant to an excellent approximation and equal to exp(—^ ) .  This scaling
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gives F2 =  4.2 x 10~ 4 and the position of the resonance at 0.4392 a.u. rela­
tive to the n  =  1 threshold. The cross section for the inelastic excitation of 
H(n =  1), <ri2 , is given in Fig. 15(b) showing the resonant series below the 
n  =  3 hydrogenic threshold at 0.4444 a.u. of energy.
The resonant series converging onto H(n =  4) is visible in the inelastic ex­
citation channel of H(n. =  3), <71 3 , as well as the elastic channel, <xn, in Figs. 
15(c) and 15(d), respectively. A box size of R 0 = 60 a.u. with 5 hyperspher­
ical channels was used for this set of calculations. The position of the lowest 
resonance, 4s2, is at 0.4582 a.u. which can be compared with the Wannier 1S e 
resonance, 4 (3 ,0)^  resonance, of the real H~ ion at 0.4604 a.u.75 The second 
lowest resonance, 4s5s state, is at 0.4649 a.u. in Fig. 15(d). The dipole scaling 
law gives the position of this resonance at 0.4645 a.u. Note that the dipole 
scaling predicts a lower value for the dipole resonances as was the case in Sec. 
III.E. The 4 (3 , 0 )5" resonance level of the real H~ ion is at 0.4653 a.u.75 Also, 
we see approximately a two order-of-magnitude decrease of the resonant cross 
section by comparing Fig. 15(d) and Fig. 15(c).
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Fig. 15. (a) The elastic cross section crn (in units of rral) as a function 
of the energy above the H(n =  1) ei (a.u.). The data points, rescaled by a 
factor of 4, are taken from Table I of Ref. 73. The inset figure shows the same 
cross section, rescaled by e\ to compensate for the diverging amplitude of <rji 
as ei —► 0, on a logarithmic energy scale. From Ref. 72; (b) the inelastic cross 
section for exciting H(n =  2) as a function of ei, showing the resonant series 
below the n  =  3 hydrogenic threshold;
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Fig. 15. (cont’d) the resonant series converging onto H(n =  4) are seen 
in (c), the elastic channel, <rn, and in (d), the inelastic channel, <r13. The 
resonances are of the 1S e symmetry.
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D. L andau -Z ener M odel
In this section we attem pt to describe a method for obtaining an analytic 
form for the energy dependence of the total non-adiabatic probability for two- 
electron escape. This method which is based on the Landau-Zener approxima­
tion offers a possible value for the two-electron threshold exponent.
In the Landau-Zener (LZ) model,76 the non-adiabatic transition probability 
between states is approximated using the properties of the nearest neighbor po­
tential curves at the point of closest approach. In the adiabatic approximation, 
if the system is initially in the state $ 1  and R  changes very slowly through 
an avoided crossing at the radius R c, then the system will remain in the state 
$ 1 . The LZ model assumes that this change in R  occurs with a finite velocity, 
(R — Rc) =  v(R c)t, where v (R c) is the velocity at the avoided crossing. The final 
state of the system under such a motion can be written as a linear combination 
of the two adiabatic states,
^  + C72(<)$2. (IV -  20)
The inelastic (non-adiabatic) probability for finding the final state on curve 2 
after the passage through the avoided crossing region is simply \C2(t —> °°) |2> 
and \Ci(t —> oo)|2 = 1 — \Ci(t —> oo)|2 is the probability for remaining on curve
1. ( The system is assumed to be initially on the adiabatic curve 1, i.e. C\(t  —> 
— oo) =  1.) Landau and Zener76 obtained the explicit dependence of C2(oo) on 
the parameters of the potential curves by assuming a linear dependence of the 
diabatic curves with time near the crossing region (warranted if the crossing
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region is small),
V{(Bc) -  Vj(Rc) =  at,
g ( I V -  21)
S A ( i y  =  °,
with Ac =  A (Rc) =  \Ui(Rc) — U2(RC)\ the separation of adiabatic curves at the 
avoided crossing.
The final expression for the non-adiabatic probability is written as
Vn,n+1 =  e - 2^ ,  {IV  - 2 2  - a )
with 7  =  Clark77 showed that the slope of the diabatic curves at the crossing 
can be expressed conveniently in terms of the parameters for the adiabatic 
potential curves similar to Figs.(3)-(5) or Fig. 14,
7 = g - ~  ( I V - 2 2 - b )
oucAmax
where Pmax is the maximun value of the Pflu{R) coupling matrix element be­
tween the two adiabatic curves at R  = R c.
From Fig. 14(b), we observe that the maximum values of the nearest- 
neighbor coupling matrix elements, /n,n+i(J?c)j scale as
P t J x = ~ -  { I V - 2 3 - a )n
From Fig. 14(a), we see that the avoided crossing radii scale with n as
R c =  bn2, { IV  - 2 3  - b )
which means that the ridge line in Fig. 14(a) at a =  |  varies with n  as 
r, C'(« =  I )  c2
p’(jy = — A = "5?- ( i v - n - c )
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The separation of adiabatic curves for large n  also has a simple n-dependence
A<n) =  4 ,  {IV  - 2 3  - d )n
which is the inverse of the density of states. The only energy-dependent pa­
rameter is the local velocity at the crossing
vin) =  [2{E -  Un(Rc))]1/2 = [2(E  +  ~ ) ] 1/2- {IV  -  23 -  e)
The total probability for non-adiabatic transitions to the double-escape con­
tinuum can now be written as a ladder series through the avoided crossings of 
Fig. 14(a),
V t{E )  =  'Pi2'P2z'Pzi • • • oo,
=  e ~ 2irTi e-2ir72 e-27T73 . . .  ^ (I V  _  2 4 J
= e- 2’r£ “ I T,» =  e- 2^ 5 .
a . A bove T h resho ld  E nergies
Above the Wannier threshold for two-electron escape, where E  = we 
write
,2
rV 2
8an2 v ' n 2n=l n=l
O©
8ac J n
dn
{IV  -  25)
which will reduce to
(/V  -  26)
upon using equation (2.275.4) of Ref. 78. Only the lower limit of the integral 
in (IV-25) contributes to the expression in (IV-26).
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In the limit as E  —* 0, k  —► 0,
16ac 4c2
giv in g
7V(S) =  e x p l a i n  ( ^ ) i
( I V  -  27 -  b)
A E X,
with A =  Two possibly important results of this analysis are (i) the func­
tional form of the double-escape cross section is predicted at all energies, and 
(ii) the near-threshold behavior is shown to be a simple, monotonic power law 
as in Refs. 16-18; a point which has been disputed elsewhere. 79
b. Below T h resh o ld  E nergies
We now show that the energy dependence of the inelastic cross excitation 
cross section below the double-escape threshold is the same as that of the pos­
itive energies. To this end, we write the probability for exciting the N-th  
hydrogenic level at a total energy E  — — ^ 2  infinitesimally above the iV-th 
threshold in terms of a finite sum:
N
S s —y i  7w
■J „  .  ( I V - 2 8 - a )
n=1
Then, following the prescription in Sect. IV.D.a, we use the approximation
N
5 n - ( 8 ^ ) /  m "**” » « / 2 ’ ( I V - 2 8 - 4 )8 ac J 72,(1 _  - ^ y / 2
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which can be evaluated as,
( / r - 2 8 - c)
The constant D  is the TV-independent contribution from the upper limit of the 
integral in (IV-28-b). We now let N  —> oo,
( I V - 2 9 - . )
( I V  - 2 9 - b )
g iv in g
VT(E)  = e M - 2 * D  + \ l n ( I ± ^ }
=  J 3 |£ | \
where the definition of A appears in (IV-27-b). Equations (IV-27-b) and (IV-29-
b) show that the inelastic scattering cross section above and below the Wannier 
threshold obeys the same threshold law. The symmetrical cusp at E  = 0 
in the electron-helium scattering experiment of Cvejanovic and Read20 near 
He+(n =  1) threshold gives supporting evidence that the threshold behavior on 
both sides of the Wannier threshold is similar.
c. LZ Param eters for the Model Potential
In Table VII, the numerical values of the parameters in (IV-23) are given 
for this model Hamiltonian for the case of 1 S e symmetry. The appropriate 
numerical values for the 3S e symmetry are likewise tabulated in Table VIII. 
We also show the dependence of these parameters on n graphically in Figs. 
16(a)-(c). In Fig. 16(a), the dependence of Pmax is shown on n \ j2, where 
n i/2 =  71 +  \  - Figs- 16(b) and 16(c) show how the avoided crossing radius ,RC, 
and the minimum separation distance, change with n, respectively.
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Extrapolation of these curves to n  —» oo or —> 0 provides us with
the parameters a , c, and d in (IV-27-b) and (II-29-b). We can thus obtain 
the threshold exponents for both symmetries as A(15 e) ~  0.8 and X(3S e) ~  
1.54. These values are drastically different from the actual Wannier exponents 
Apy(15'e) -= 1.127, Refs. 16-20, and Avr(3S'e) =  3.881, Ref. 80. Derivation of 
(IV-22-b) by Clark77 assumes a Lorentzian form for the LZ coupling element 
whose half width at full maximum is the inverse of Pmax- Fig. 14(b) clearly 
shows that the coupling matrix elements for this model problem are not really 
Lorentzian due to the presence of a background which decays slowly as -g, see 
Eq. (IV-6). It seems plausible that this background should be subtracted from 
Fig. 14(b) to obtain a realistic value for the threshold exponent. We mention 
only that depending on how the background is subtracted, the exponents can 
increase by as much as a factor of two. Nevertheless, the values of the exponents 
given here do confirm the suppression of the 3S e symmetry at the Wannier 
threshold.
Table VII. Landau-Zener Parameters for the Model P o t e n t i a l , ; 1S e.
n R c Un(Rr) t W # c ) . p (n) ( p  \ An.fi2r)
1 5.27 -0.75230 -0.15242 0.17808 0.42055
2 17.04 -0.14908 -0.09032 0.08987 0.05876
3 34.80 -0.06814 -0.05002 0.05964 0.01812
4 59.80 -0.03866 -0.03119 0.04451 0.00748
5 90.33 -0.02506 -0.02122 0.03541 0.00383
6 128.53 -0.01745 -0.01529 0.02940 0.00216
7 171.84 -0.01292 -0.01156 0.02509 0.00136
8 223.25 -0.00990 -0.00902 0.02184 0.00089
9 279.33 -0.00787 -0.00722 0.01935 0.00062
10 343.96 -0.00637 -0.00593 0.01742 0.00045
Table VIII. Landau-Zener Parameters for the Model Potential,—r—; sS e.7Tl+T3 ’
n Rc Un(Rc) Pinl.(Rr.) An(Rr )
1 5.85 -0.53530 -0.15626 0.10590 0.69156
2 17.64 -0.14343 -0.03405 0.05978 0.10938
3 35.53 -0.06579 -0.03436 0.04183 0.03143
4 59.79 -0.03785 -0.02470 0.03226 0.01315
5 90.33 -0.02460 -0.01797 0.02628 0.00663
6 128.50 -0.01721 -0.01353 0.02302 0.00368
7 171.80 -0.01275 -0.01047 0.01923 0.00228
8 223.50 -0.00980 -0.00832 0.01695 0.00148
9 279.30 -0.00779 -0.00676 0.01514 0.00103
10 341.70 -0.00634 -0.00560 0.01364 0.00074
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Fig. 16. The n-dependence of the Landau-Zener parameters for the model 
potential is shown in (a) for the maximum non-adiabatic coupling matrix el­
ements between nearest-neighbor 1<Se and 35 e potential curves; (b) for the 
avoided crossing radius;
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Fig. 16. (cont’d) (c) for the minimum separation distance between two 
neighboring curves.
V. LONG-RANGE CORRELATION; EFFECTS OF 
ANGULAR M OM ENTUM  COHERENCE 
ON PH O TO FR A G M EN T A NISOTROPY
As discussed in Section III.A, photoionization of He or photodetachment of 
H" leaves the residual fragment in an excited state, n > 2, which is (2n — 1)- 
fold degenerate in its angular momentum states, (Hereafter we shall use 
the subscript “i” to denote the photofragment and “e” to label the escaping 
photoelectron.) The “accidental” degeneracy, in £*, of the non-relativistic one- 
electron energy spectrum of the hydrogenic photofragment ensures that the 
parity allowed quantum pathways for the transitions of these collision-excited 
orbitals momentum states interfere coherently. This coherent mixing, or degen­
eracy, gives rise to the formation of a permanent electric dipole moment in the 
residual hydrogenic fragment. The Gailitis-Damburg analysis gives this dipole 
moment as an eigenvalue of the operator39
A = i \  +  2ri • re, (V  -  1)
which for the 1,3P° symmetries has (2n — 1) eigenvectors. The operator in (V-l) 
can be diagonalized in the representation of Eq. (III-4) upon using (III-8).
A. Asym ptotic Final S tate W avefunction
Since our interest now lies in the asymptotic region where one electron 
moves far from the nucleus, it is more natural to write the correlated two- 
electron wave functions in the independent electron coordinate system 
The slow convergence of the adiabatic hyperradius R  to re has been shown to
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be the main source of error in hyperspherical calculations of elastic phase shifts 
for e~+H(n =  1) scattering above the first ionization threshold.81'82 Macek81 
has shown also that this slow evolution of the adiabatic parameter R  into the 
independent-electron coordinate re has the effect of a phase shift on the asymp­
totic wavefunction as
sin(fc„.R) -> sin[fcM.R(l -  ^ ) ] .  (V -  4)
The correction term is small near the threshold where k/j, is small, but grows 
with increasing energy. This explains the reason for the very good agreement of 
the electronic phase shift calculated in the HS adiabatic approximation83 with 
the best variational phase shifts84 at low energies and the discrepancy at higher 
energies.
Another indication of this slow convergence is seen in (IV-6) where it is 
shown that the coupling elements between the hyperspherical channels decay 
weakly with R, as Pnn> ~  as R  —> oo. An attem pt at remedying this 
problem was to match the hyperspherical wavefunctions to the asymptotic QDT 
functions neglecting the channel couplings beyond the reaction zone. To this 
end, we opt to use the asymptotic wavefunction (III-4) with p replaced with 
T{. The correlation between the ionic electron and the ejected photoelectron 
is added by including the Gailitis-Damburg eigenvectors, eigenvectors of the 
operator (V-l):
*  -* £  -JWr.) £  Rn,.(n)Ye M M ( t ' , f i ) C ? X l„ (.V -  5)
M i c£i
where is the eigenvector corresponding to the p-th eigenvalue of the oper­
ator in (V -l). The index p  has the same meaning as the index for the asymptotic
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dipole channels in the adiabatic HS representation (see Section III.A). The sum 
over fi includes all 2n — 1 1>3P° dipole channels. In (V-5), electronic exchange is 
ignored since the escaping electron is physically distinguishable from the bound 
electron at large distances. Equation (V-5) describes the escape of an elec­
tron from a hydrogenic “core” as a superposition of all the physically allowed 
dipole channels with close-coupling expansion coeffecients PM(re) which can in 
principle be obtained numerically.85 The major simplifying assumption here is 
based on the conclusions of Section III that in two-electron photoabsorption 
processes only a single dipole channel \i is predominantly excited out of the 
2n — 1 available channels. For the 1 P° final state symmetry this corresponds to 
the T  =  1, i f  =  n — 1 — T  channels of Herrick.6 Since the assumption here rests 
on an adiabatic approximation, one expects it to be valid at low photoelectron 
energies, in particular for final state energies lying just above an n-th threshold. 
Hence, the final state wave function is approximated as
^nKT -* FnKT(re) Rnli(ri)Y£eiiLM(fe, r ; )CieLlt KT. (V  -  6)
Idi
We now proceed with the application of (V-6) to a specific problem.
B . A n g u la r M o m en tu m  C oherence
In this section, we use (V-6) to investigate the effects of the degenerate 
angular momentum states of the hydrogenic photofragment, states, on the 
ionic electron charge cloud distribution, in reponse to the external electric field 
of a photon.
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a. P ro b a b ility  D ensity
It has been shown that the angular distribution of an escaping electron upon 
absorbing a dipole photon is given by86
( V - 7 )
where /3 is known as the asymmetry parameter and 6 is the angle between 
the photoelectron detector axis and the electric axis of the photon, e. Under 
the action of a linearly-polarized photon along the £ axis such that the total 
helicity is zero, one expects the electrons to be ejected along the direction of the 
electric field. This corresponds to a cos2 6 distribution, 6 ~  0, or alternatively 
j3 ~  2. A sin2 6 distribution gives (3 ~  — 1 pointing to a perpendicular ejection 
of photoelectron to the quantization axis. It was first predicted by Greene42 
and later verified experimentally87 that photoionization via the 1P° final state 
symmetry results in the ejection of photoelectrons normal to the direction of the 
external field. This screw-type behavior has its origin in the non-zero values 
of the operator T 2 =  (L ■ re)2, (see also the discussion after (111-13)). Since 
the average direction of £e is normal to f e, then T 2 = (£{ • f e)2. If T  ^  0, 
then the sidewise ejection of the photoelectrons is caused by the action of the 
ionic electron angular momentum, £{. Indeed, for the case of 3P° symmetry 
where the dominant dipole channels have T  — 0, this argument predicts that 
the electrons escape along the field direction.
The aforementioned asymptotic wavefunction ^ nKT is used to find the 
charge cloud density of the inner, hydrogenic electron, after integrating over
da
dtt
<70 [1 4- /3P2(cos0)],
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the unobserved photoelectron angular coordinate re,
p(ri) OC J  \^nKT\2dfe
-  {ri)^7U,i{n)CiJiifKTC i ^ KT ( y  -  8)
a/i t'a
X J  Y l'et [ L M { r e , h ) Y t et i L M { f e , h ) d r e -
(Note that the factorization of the outer electronic radial wavefunction in (V-6) 
is crucial for obtaining (V-8).) Equation (V-8) involves a coherent summation 
over the ionic orbital momenta t{ and a sum over the photoelectron angular 
momenta l e which becomes incoherent owing to orthogonality of spherical har-
< e& LM \U lilM  > =  (V -  9 -  a)
The individual spherical harmonics for the ionic electron are recoupled using,88
+ i m + 1))1/2 
^  ( i i  £  k \  (  ii £  k \
x V ( 2Jfc +  l ) [  P*(cos0;)-
Y  \ 0  0 O j ^ m i  - mi 0 /
( V - 9 - 6 )
The summation over the magnetic quanta is carried out in terms of Wigner 3j 
and 6j coefficients, using Eq. (2.20) of Rotenberg et al.89 giving
=  j :  £  ( - i ) ' - +<‘+<;[(2* + 1)(2<; + l)]1' 2
idit'i
X R n ti(Ti)R nl'i (r*)C lJ i,K T ^U .\,K T  X ^  (2fc +  1) (V  -  10)
k = 0 ,2
( U  £  k \  ( l  1 k \  f 1 1 k )
x ( o  o o J ( o  o o j j ^  ti 4 | p ^ cos^)-
The sum over k is restricted to k — 0,2 due to the triangular symmetry of 
the 3j  coefficients. In (V-1Q), the k =  0 term is the isotropic monopole term
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related to a scalar tensor of rank 0 and the k — 2 term gives the component of 
the second rank quadrupole tensor.
It is readily seen that the integration of the k =  0 term over the ionic electron 
coordinates is normalized to unity provided the Gailitis-Damburg eigenvectors 
are themselves normalized. Equation (V-10) can be cast into a more transparent 
form after dividing by the isotropic k = 0 component of the probability density 
giving then the 6{ dependence of the density in the form
PKT^i) = ~~po(ri)[l + 0(ri)P2(cos6i)], (V  -  11)
where fi{ri) contains a coherent summation over l{ and an incoherent sum over
4 -
A good measure of the ionic electron anisotropy is provided by the following 
“weighted” asymmetry parameter 0k t  defined by
3 f  rf/3(n)p0(ri)dri
M n )  =  ’ ( ”  ’
where p0{ri) is the k = 0 component in (V-10). This ionic electron asymmetry 
parameter characterizes the radially integrated probability density according 
to83
P K T  — 1 + 0KT(n)P2(cos9i), (V -  13)
where 6{ represents the angle between the ionic electron radial axis and the 
photon polarization vector i. The ionic electron probability distribution thus 
exhibits the same quadrupole structure as the photoelectron angular distribu­
tion in (V-7). In fact, one can anticipate that the ionic electron probability
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cloud just below the Wannier threshold (n  —> oo) should align itself in the same 
manner as the photoelectron angular distribution, i.e.,
-1, T  = 1 ( 1P°) 
2, T  = 0 (3P°)
P K T { n ) = \ n  ’ m 3 (V - 1 4 )
at threshold.
This is confirmed for He in Fig. 17, which compares the photoelectron asym­
metry parameter (from Ref. 42) to the ionic electron asymmetry parameter as 
calculated using (V-10) and (V-12) above. Figure 17 clearly demonstrates the 
one-to-one correspondence between the anisotropy in the photoelectron angular 
distribution and the hydrogenic electron probability distribution. This nearly 
identical behavior for the two asymmetry parameters appears to become exact 
at the double continuum threshold. Photoionization of the 1S e ground state 
leading to a 1P° final-state energy just above a hydrogenic threshold results in 
the alignment of the hydrogenic charge cloud orthogonal to the incident light 
polarization axis, while photoionization of the 3S e metastable state of He is 
thus predicted to align the charge cloud along the field axis.
The opposite behavior of the two final-state symmetries can be partially 
interpreted on the basis of the two-electron angular separation 0ie. Figure 18 
gives an illustration of the dependence of the two-electron 1P° and 3P° wave 
functions on 0»..91 Around 6ie = tv the two types of symmetry exhibit markedly 
different characteristics. The 1P° wave function almost vanishes at 8{e =  tv 
while the 3P° wave function has a maximum at 8{e — tt.78 The near vanishing 
of the 1P° (T  — 1) final-state symmetry around the Wannier saddle effectively 
eliminates the main contribution from this particular final state to the ionization
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Fig. 17. Asymmetry parameters for the low energy photoelectrons (open 
circles, from Ref. 42) and the ionic electrons (closed circles) following photoion­
ization of He are shown as a function of n, the principal quantum number of 
the residual He+ ion. Shown are the asymmetry parameters for the 1P° and 
3P° symmetries. From Ref. 90.
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Fig. 18. Ionic electron probability density, averaged over the radial coor­
dinate, is shown as a function of the interelectronic angular separation. The 
near, but incomplete, vanishing of the 1P° curves as 0{e —> 7r is due to our 
assumption that the two electrons are at disparate radii, and hence not on the 
Wannier ridge.
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process, thus allowing for “unfavored” contributions to become significant and 
the “unfavored” asymmetry parameter /3j c ( T = l) to appear.92
Also interesting is the strong dependence of the ionic asymmetry parameter 
on the coherence of different ionic angular momenta £{. If only the diagonal 
elements of the excited-state density matrix (i.e., £{ =  £\) are considered, Pk t  
obeys the expected “propensity rule” and remains positive for both types of 
final-state symmetries discussed here. (Propensity rules are approximate “se­
lection rules” which are usually based on classical arguments.)92 Accordingly, 
the expectation would be for the electrons to be distributed primarily along the 
direction of the incident electric dipole field.
b. Fluorescence Intensity
Fano and Macek93 have shown that the alignment and orientation of colli­
sion fragments can be extracted by measuring the intensity and polarization of 
the fluorescence emitted by a fragment state. They expressed the intensity of 
the emitted light in terms of simple geometrical factors and a few dynamical 
parameters. These parameters are themselves related to the mean values of 
irreducible angular momentum operators. For the cylindrically symmetric con­
figuration considered here, in which the collision frame has one axis of symmetry, 
the q =  0 component of the orientation (circulation) and the alignment 
4 2> are the only nonzero parameters,
o 0<1) ( ^ ) =  < L i z >
yf£{(£i +  1) 
and
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where the orientation parameter is normalized according to Ref. 94. Fano 
and Macek considered the alignment and orientation of a definite ionic an­
gular momentum state £{. The angular degeneracy of the hydrogenic levels, 
however, produces an interference effect for the different excitation amplitudes 
contributing to the alignment and/or orientation of the residual state since in­
distinguishable quantum-mechanical pathways leading to the same final state 
interfere.
Since the photoelectron is assumed to remain unobserved, the total inten­
sity of ionic fluorescence must be integrated over its angular coordinates. The 
resulting expression is
J  °c [ Y ,  I < • *01#/ > ? d h ,  (V  -  16)
J f
where the incoherent summation occurs over the final states ( /  =  Ifrrif) which 
are, in principle, distinguishable. The polarization vector in the detector frame 
e is conveniently parametrized as e =  (cos 7 , i sin 7 , 0 ) . 93
Substitution of the asymptotic wave function from (V-6) into (V-16) results
in
I  oc f  <  ^ k t \ ( £  • f’, ) | 1®r/  > <  ^ / | ( e *  • r ) \ ^ K T  >  d r e 
f  J
=  S  < * i ( « - ^ ) i / > < /i(e* •■oi*'> ( ^ ~ 17)
all I's all m'a
<C £em e^ \ L M  > <  LM\£em e,£'im'i KT^
where the integral over the photoelectron coordinates selects definite angular 
momenta £e and their projections onto the quantization axis, m e. In (V-17)
| i > and \ f  > represent hydrogenic excited and final states of the He+ ion. A
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recoupling transformation brings the constant geometrical factors e’s together 
to form a net &-th rank tensor multipole of the detected photon, giving as in 
Ref. 86,
< i|(e-fO(e* > =  £ ( _ l ) * - 9 [ e(i) x < i\[r'M x >,
k,q
( V -  18)
where Pf s  Y, f  1/ > <  / 1 is a scalar quantity.
To describe the angular distribution of the excited-state fluorescence, the 
polarization tensors [e^ 1) x must be transformed into the collision (col)
frame whose z axis coincides with the collision symmetry axis. This transfor­
mation through a set of Euler angles (<^ , 6, x)  is performed using the Wigner 
D-function
i f  W )  = £  T ^ i d e t ^ D ^ A x T 1- -  (V  -  19)
9'
The relevant polarization tensors in the collision frame are 
[£<■> X £*0>)4°) =  - 3 - 1 / 2 ,
[eW x e 'W ]^  =  2 - 1/2 sin(2T) cos 9, (V -  20)
[£<‘> x e-d>)(,2) =  _ 6-l/2[/>2(cos 6) — ^ cos(2 7 ) sin2 0 cos(2x)],
«u
whereas the nonvanishing elements of the polarization tensors in the detector 
frame are given in Ref. 95. In the preceding equations, circularly polarized light 
with positive helicity has 7 =  f  and linear polarization translates into 7  =  0. 
In (V-20), the angle of the detector position relative to the collision symmetry 
axis is 6, and the orientation of a linear polarizer relative to the plane of the 
detector and the symmetry axis is ^ .93>94
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A common experimental setup for detecting linearly polarized fluorescence 
is to place the light detector at 6 =  j  normal to the collision axis. Linear 
polarization is then defined as Pi — -|-|||~^|, where JTj| and /j_ represent the 
detected light intensities at the linear polarizer settings % =  0 and X — 
respectively. Detection of circularly polarized fluorescence can be performed 
at the magic angle 8 =  54.7° where the quadrupole anisotropy, the alignment 
parameter, vanishes. Circular polarization is now defined as Pc = 
where 1+ and I -  are respectively the transmitted intensities of the detected 
photons through the polarizers with positive and negative helicity.
The final expression for the intensity of the emitted light in the collision 
frame is obtained following the summation over the magnetic quanta in the 
usual manner as in (V-10),
2
47Ti  =  V / ) E < 2* +  x)1/2
all £' k=0
x [e^  x (  L 1  k I (V -  21 -  a)
\ —M  M  0
f 1 1 k ) ( L  L k
1 4  *  */ J I  4  4  ie
with
=  (-1 )" (2 C / +  l ) V 2 t i  +  1)(2< +  l)]1/2
w r tn L  s~mL r>n£i n n j i f
x le£i,KT^Id'^KT riflf ril'i ( y  _  21 -  6)
x | l  If  £ ; W l  I ,  <;
o o o /  \ o  o o
where the constant of proportionality S  in (IV-21-a) contains the dependence 
on the photoelectron radial wave function and the radiative transition frequency
w nnf  •
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Equations (V-21) show that the coherence in ii  makes it impossible to 
extract the final-state contribution to the anisotropic light emission in the form 
of Fano-Macek type geometrical factors hWt\ i i , i f ),93,94 which are independent 
of the fragmentation dynamics. Also, the only multipole moment in (V-21) 
which depends on the coherence in ii is the “effective alignment” (Aef f ), defined 
as the ratio of the coefficient in front of the polarization tensor in the k = 2 
multipole term to the isotropic intensity, i.e k =  0 term. (Recall that, for a given 
i e and i f ,  ii and i[ are either both odd or both even.) This information enables 
us to calculate the orientation parameter Qo^(^i) from the k — 1 term in (V-21) 
for a specific ionic angular momentum state. (The rank of the orientation and 
alignment parameters will subsequently be dropped for simplicity.)
Consequently, we show in Fig. 19 the alignment and orientation of He+(np) 
excited in He photoionization. Note that since the decay of an np state to 
the He+ ground state displays no coherence in ii,  the polarized fluorescence 
is characterized by the Fano-Macek alignment A 0(np) and orientation 0 0(np) 
parameters. Fig. 19(b) reveals that for photoionization into 1P° (T = 1) 
final state, the 0 0(np) parameter is negative as the double-ionization limit is 
reached much the same way the electron asymmetry parameter $k (T= l)(n ) was 
negative for 1P°. It is mildly surprising that circular polarization of the detected 
fluorescence is predicted to have a sign opposite to that of the incident photon 
helicity. Despite the apparent violation of angular momentum conservation, 
this is possible if the photon angular momentum is primarily carried away by 
the photoelectron. The 3P° (T  =  0) symmetry, however, shows the expected 
behavior in agreement with the propensity rule.92 The emitted fluorescence 
therefore possesses a helicity in the same direction as the incident photon
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Fig. 19. Anisotropy parameters for the excited He+(np) states decaying 
to the He+ ground state. The measured values of A0(2p) and 0 0(2p) deduced 
after correcting the experiment of Ref. 96 for depolarization effects are shown 
as closed squares in (a) and (b), respectively. Negative values of 0 0(np) char­
acterizing the He+-ion anisotropy following photoionization by left-circularly 
polarized photons imply emission of opposite helicity fluorescence upon the 
radiative decay of a He+(np) excited state.
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helicity for T  = 0. The same propensity argument likewise suggests that the 
ionic electron density should “normally” align itself along the direction of the 
incident force field. In fact, we observe that the alignment parameter A 0(np) 
obeys this rule for both final-state symmetries. This agreement appears to be 
associated with the absence of the coherence in ii for the decay to the ground 
state. Recall that this ii  coherence was partly responsible for the observed 
trend toward /5 —> — 1 shown in Fig. 17. It should be pointed out that the 
Herrick 50 (4 ) eigenvectors do not give the n —> oo limiting values of A 0(np) 
and 0 0(np) in Figs. 19, whereas they do correctly describe the limiting values 
of the photoelectron asymmetry parameter in Ref. 42.
Also shown on Figs. 19 are the measured values of A 0{2p) and 0 0(2p) de­
duced from the experiment of Jimenez-Mier et al.,96 after correcting for depo­
larization effects. Since no orientation measurements were made, we deduced 
the experimental value for 0 0(2p) from the branching ratio a(2pes)/ cr(2ped) 
presented by Table I of Ref. 96. Our calculated results agree with these “mea­
sured” values reasonably well. The close-coupling analysis of Ojha97 gives this 
ratio even more accuratlely, to within the experimental uncertainty.
The dependence of O0(nii) on the orbital momentum ii is given in Fig. 20, 
showing two noticeable patterns. First, the 1P° (T  = 1) final-state symmetry 
curves increase quite regularly with ii for increasing principal quantum number 
n. The orientation parameter is negative for this particular symmetry class for 
ii less than some £max• Rau98 has shown that the probability for the excitation 
of £{ states in high doubly-excited systems peaks at some £max — \ n ^^2 • The fact 
that the orientation is negative for ii < £max requires (by angular momentum 
conservation) that the angular momentum of the incident photon be carried
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Fig. 20. “Partial” orientation parameters 0 0{nii) are given for the differ­
ent excited nl{ states, displaying the anisotropy of individual orbital angular 
momentum states.
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away by the unobserved photoelectron, e.g., the £e — £{ + 1 channels are predom­
inantly excited. The orientation curves for 3P° symmetry, on the other hand, 
obey the propensity rule 0 0(n£i) > 0 in the same region, £{ < £max• The second 
result is that in the region where the probability for the excitation of £{ states is 
exponentially low, the orientation parameter for both classes of symmetry con­
verges to a limiting value of | . The “universal orientation” parameters of Ref. 
94 give 0 0(£i,£e) as £{ —> oo for the parity favored branches £e — £{ ^  1.
This realization and the prediction that 0 0(n£i) —» |  as £{ —» oo indicate that 
for large £{ there is substantial probability for the population of £e — £{ — 1 an­
gular momentum channels in contrast to the excitation of £e = £i + 1 channels 
where £i < £max.
States of high £i are most efficiently populated close to the Wannier thresh­
old. 99 This implies that near the double-escape threshold the admixture of 
these high nt{ states is expected, from preceding arguments, to cause the ori­
entation parameter to exhibit a similar trend for both final-state symmetries. 
In fact, a “net orientation parameter” 0 0{n), defined by
| V - m
where cr(ra j^) is the partial excitation cross section, shows that both symmetries 
follow the same trend and are always positive throughout (see Fig. 21).
It is evident from Eq. (V-21) that the “effective alignment” Aef f  plotted 
against n for decays of n —> n — 1 in Fig. 22, depends on the coherent con­
tributions of different I f  s. Even though both the dynamical and geometrical 
information stored in this term are intertwined by the coherence in l i , some 
interesting observations can still be offered. The same general trend is also
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Fig. 21. “Weighted” orientation parameter from Eq. (V-22) shows the 
admixture of high nl{ levels producing a similar trend for T  — 0 and T  =  1 
final-state symmetries.
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Fig. 22. “Effective alignment” parameter defined in Eqs. (V-21) showing 
small alignment orthogonal to the direction of the incident oscillating dipole 
field for T  = 1 symmetry.
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observed for small A n  decays (An ~  1 — 5). The 1P° (T  =  1) final-state 
curves become positive as n  —> oo, implying an alignment of the ionic electron 
orthogonal to the direction of the oscillating electric field of the incident light. 
A 0(np) in Fig. 19(a) on the other hand remains negative for all n.
Note as well that this “effective quadrupole alignment” term remains neg­
ative for both classes of symmetry for those transitions having A n  — n  — n j  
large. The importance of li coherence in producing these effects will be elabo­
rated upon in the context of “depolarization” in the following section.
c. Q u a n tu m  B ea ts  an d  D ep o la riza tio n  Effects
Quantum beats are oscillatory time dependences which result from the co­
herent decay of nondegenerate excited fragment states ji  to the same final state. 
The frequencies of these quantum beats for the problem at hand are atj.ji =
(Eni'.ji — Enii j^/h,  which for He+ derive from fine structure and the Lamb 
shift. These frequencies are roughly 1011 Hz for n  ~  2, i.e., much faster than 
the typical experimented time resolution. For time-unresolved measurements 
the oscillatory time dependence exp(iuij.jit) is replaced by I1 +  K<i,!T0 2] 1»in 
which Ti is the decay lifetime for a hydrogenic li state.41 For instance, for the 
si — d,3 coherent decay to the pi final state, we define the lifetime as where
2 2 2  J
7  =  |( 7 s  +  ld ) t  a n d 7a and y,i are the decay constants for the l t =  0 and l i  =  2 
angular momentum states, respectively. This factor has a depolarizing effect 
on the total anisotropy in much the same way h(k\ l i , l f )  is a measure of in­
formation lost when the final states are not observed. It affects the anisotropic 
intensity of the emitted fluorescence as follows: (1) if »  1, then there
is a large depolarization of the the total anisotropy and all off-diagonal terms
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with j[ 7  ^ji  are negligible, and (2 ) if oJjj'Ti < < 1 , then the depolarization factor 
reduces to unity and there will be little depolarization .94
The inclusion of fine structure modulations in the total fluorescence in­
tensity parallels the derivation of Section V.B.b. The starting point is the 
frame-transformed asymptotic wave function used in V.B.b, e.g., (V-6 ), with 
the oscillatory time dependence e x p T h e  final state wave function can 
be written as
^ n K T  ->  F n K T (r e ) C *j\u K T
tUi
x  ^ 2  \ ( s e £ e ) j e m j c  >  | n ( s { £ ) ; ; m ; '. > <  j e m j e ,  | J M  >
x < (sesi)S,{leli)L\(sete)je,{$i£i)ji exp( i E ^ j d ) .
(V  -  23)
The last bracketed term is proportional to a 9 j  coupling coefficient relating 
the L S  and j j  schemes for coupling the spins and orbital angular momenta 
of the two electrons into the total angular momentum J .  In this case, the 9 j  
coefficient simplifies for half-integer one-electron spins to a product of 3j  and 
6 j  coefficients. Recoupling transformations of the kind performed in Section 
V.B.b, are also useful here. The matrix elements of the dipole tensors between 
jj-coupled initial and final states, e.g.,
< n(sit i)jimji \r^\rif(sf1’f ) j fm j f >,
are reduced to products of standard coupling coefficients and reduced-dipole 
matrix elements [see equation (7.1.8) of Edmonds26].
The final expression for the total intensity including both the fine structure
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and l{ coherences in the collision frame is
/  = l r S £  £  < >(1)
all I'a all j's
x < ( l 4 ) j . , ( l / ; y , !l ( ~ ) s , ( 44 )£ > (1) Q $ T M ( n f M A , e } , j * , x , 3' i , i f )  
x £ ( - i ) ‘ (2fc +  i ) 1/2[e<1> x ^  ; )
x 1 1 * i  r 1 1
' i i  i* ie J j  j-  i i  j f  ‘
where
(F  -  24 -  a)
x  (2jV +  l) [ (2 j ;  +  1 )(2j[ +  l ) ] 1/ 2 
x X% LTM ( n f ,e e , liAi,lf)
1 1 4 1  f i  e f  i \
X U  *  i , J { j  A  i f
(V  -  24 -  b)
with S  and () defined in (V-21-a). Here J  = 1 since the only unit of
momentum is introduced by the photon. If the oscillations cannot be resolved 
in time, each exponential factor must be replaced by the time-averaged “depo­
larization” factor. In (V-24) the fine-structure frequency is approximately pro­
portional to z4n -3^ 2.41 The radiative lifetime rt-, which is assumed the same 
for both fine-structure states, ji  =  li ±  | ,  is proportional to n.3z-4 .40 Using the 
additional fact that Ti also scales approximately as Ij ,  the product (ujj'.Ti) is 
roughly charge and state independent. Since the excited states of He+(n£j) have 
decay lifetimes of about 10 nanoseconds, this product is usually much larger 
than unity reducing the depolarization factor to zero and effectively eliminating 
the fine-structure coherence which produced the quantum oscillations.
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Polarization data calculated using (V-24) are shown in Fig. 23, lending 
support to these arguments. Polarization of the fluorescence detected following 
the decay of an excited state n  to a lower final state n f  =  3 is shown versus 
n. The transition frequencies are chosen so as to be experimentally accessible 
(1.5x 104—4.5x 104 cm-1) in the visible and ultraviolet range. Figures 23(a) and 
23(b) give the linear polarization [Pi =  —3Aef f / ( 2  — -Ae//)]  for the T  =  0 and 
T  =  1 final-state symmetries, demonstrating that the precession of li and ji  is so 
rapid as to destroy the li coherence in addition to the fine-structure coherence. 
The depolarization effect is different for the two different symmetries. This can 
be partially traced to the Gailitis-Damburg eigenvectors KT which give 
the probability amplitude for the excitation of an (nliele) state. The quantum 
mechanical processes leading to a final state (n f l f ) from these collision-excited 
states interfere differently for the T  — 0 and T  = 1 final states. In fact, we see 
that the coherent product
ymni svnL
u l ei i ,K (T =  1) ' ' l at . ,K {T =  1)
is positive producing an enhancement of the “unfavored” behavior which also 
materialized in $K(T=\){n )i see Fig. 17. The li coherence causes an orbital 
angular momentum “depolarization” in this case which tends to “pull” the po­
larization curve down. By introducing the fine-structure depolarization factor 
and realizing that Wjij'Ti »  1 the li coherence is “washed out” and the polar­
ization curve for this class of symmetry is raised. For purposes of illustration 
the linear polarization calculated from (V-21) with l\  = li  is shown also in Figs. 
23(a) and 23(b).
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Fig. 23. Predicted (dimensionless) polarization of the fluorescence emitted 
upon n  —» rif =  3 level transitions is shown as a function of n. (a) and (b) 
give the linear polarization for T  =  0 and 1, respectively. Results shown with 
closed circles include the ^-coherence effects; open circles are given for illus­
trative purposes with this coherence artificially taken out; and closed squares 
include the full effect of fine-structure depolarization. Note the large effect of 
depolarization on these time-unresolved anisotropies.
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Fig. 23. (cont’d) (c) shows the circular polarization of the detected fluores­
cence for the same transitions as in (a) and (b) with the open (closed) circles 
characterizing the anisotropy with (without) the inclusion of fine-structure de­
polarization.
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The circular polarization curves of Fig. 23(c) show the expected trend. In 
contrast to Fig. 19(b), the circular polarization is positive for all n  for decays 
to ray =  3. This is to be expected since the polarization data in Fig. 23(c) is a 
weighted sum of all excited angular momentum states decaying to the ray =  3 
final state. The admixture of these nt{ states produces a similar trend for both 
final states symmetries; see also Fig. 21.
The interplay of the coherence effects is also evident in the calculated linear
polarization of the fluorescence detected following decays to ray =  ra — 1 states as
shown in Fig. 24. Again the “enhancement” effect caused by the l{ coherence
*
is evident here as the T  — 1 polarization curve becomes progressively negative 
as highly excited states ra decay radiatively in the infrared. This apparently 
suggests an “unfavored” behavior as seen above in connection with the ionic 
symmetry parameter of Fig. 17. The effect of fine-structure depolarization on 
both T  — 0 and T  =  1 final states is seen here to bring the two depolarized 
curves together. W ith the elimination of strong ti  coherence, which produced 
a “cancellation” effect for the T  =  0 case and an “enhancement” for the T  =  1 
final state, the two symmetries are seen to have nearly the same polarized 
fluorescence when not resolved in time. Alternatively, effects of the ti  coherence 
could be observed in a time-resolved experiment with or without an electric field 
present.100
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Fig. 24. Dimensionless linear polarization of the fluorescence for n  —> n  — 1 
decay transitions is predicted as a function of n. The effect of l{ coherence, is 
included in the results shown with the closed circles, on the alignment of the 
ionic electron is strongly evident here. This coherence is eventually destroyed 
by including the fine-structure depolarization, represented by open circles, as 
would be observed in a typical time-unresolved experiment.
VI. ELECTRON-ELECTRON CORRELATION IN  CALCIUM
The electronic structure of all the alkaline-earth atoms includes two elec­
trons in an ns2 configuration outside an inert-gas core. In calcium, the two 
valence electrons occupy the 4s2 configuration in the ground state and move in 
the average potential field of the Ar-like core. As such, the alkaline-earth atoms 
are good candidates for theoretical studies of two-electron systems. Photoion­
ization spectra of the doubly-excited states of Be to Ba have been calculated 
with various degrees of success by several investigators.12’14’101-106 Among these 
theories, the eigenchannel J?-matrix method 14>103-106 has proven the most ef­
ficient in reproducing the experimental data, in particular the Ca photoion­
ization spectrum below the Ca+(4p) threshold. The adiabatic hyperspherical 
method has also been applied to study doubly-excited states of Be below the 
Be+(2p) threshold demonstrating the strong role of non-adiabatic effects on the 
Be photospectrum.12 In this study, channel mixing between the 2sep and 2pes 
1P° channels of Be was shown to be strong enough to perturb the level position 
of the second bound state in the 2sep channel, namely the 2s3p state. A more 
noticeable effect of this channel interaction is manifested by the unusually large 
autoionizing decay width (short lifetime) of the 2pns resonances lying in the 
2pes adiabatic channel. Unlike H-  or He (see previous sections) strong non- 
adiabatic effects should play a more dominant role for all the alkaline-earth 
atoms.
The most obvious effect of a closed-shell core on the energetics of the valence 
electrons is the broken degeneracy of the orbital angular momentum states. 
Whereas in H-  and He the degenerate mixing of these states produced a per­
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manent dipole in the residual hydrogenic fragment, photoionization of Ca from 
its ground electronic state will result in bound electrons with definite angular 
momentum. We can, therefore, neglecting fine-structure effects, specify the adi­
abatic channels by their long-range representation as nlel',  where n i  are the 
quantum numbers for the bound electron of the residual Ca+ ion, while el' are 
the continuum energy and the angular momentum of the escaping electron. It 
is worthwhile to note that though the and quantum numbers discussed 
in the previous sections are not as relevant here as in He and H~, we still seek 
to identify similar radial and angular characteristics of the autoionizing states 
of Ca.
A. Solution of (II-3) for Ca
To obtain numerical potential energy curves for Ca, Eq. (II-3) is diagonal- 
ized as in Sec. Il.C.b. The Hamiltonian for Ca will however be different in that 
the effect of the frozen core on the valence electrons must be included. Hence, 
we define, using the nomenclature of Sec. II, the effective charge in (II-l-c) as12
C („,M  -  + 1 (v i - 1)
cos a  s in a  [1 — sin 2a cos 0\2\ '
where the screened nuclear charge experienced by each electron is dependent 
on its distance from the nucleus. For z(r) we use a semi-empirical form105
z(r) = 2 + ( z -  2)e~air + a2re~a3r ( V I  -  2)
with z — 20 being the true nuclear charge of Ca, while (z — 2) is the apparent 
charge experienced by each valence electron in the limit of total shielding of
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the nucleus by the N  — 2 core electrons. Thus the e~+C a++ potential energy 
term will be V(r)  =  — The free parameters a i, a2, and <13 were adjusted 
by Aymar107 such that the one-electron energy levels of Ca+ are reproduced. 
The values of Aymar’s fitted parameters are as follows:
ai = 3.95574 
a2 =  12.8420 
a3 =  2.00394.
In Table IX, we give the energy levels of Ca+(n£) for different n l  levels and 
compare them with the experimentally observed levels. 108 Energy levels were 
calculated by solving the one-dimensional Schroedinger equation with V (r ) as 
the potential energy term in a radial box of the size r0 =  60 a.u. Notice that 
the fitted parameters are all constants, i.e. ^-independent. For the heavier 
alkaline-earth atoms, this ^-dependence must be explicitly incorporated into 
(VI-2) in order to have an effective representation of the one-electron energet­
ics, essential as the stepping ground for the numerical study of two-electron 
phenomena . 1 4 ,1 0 1 -1 0 4
Numerical single-electron orbitals were employed in (11-14) to generate two- 
electron basis functions for the diagonalization of (II-3). In order that these 
orbitals be orthogonal to the core wave functions, we also included in the inter­
mediate R  region, wave functions for the core states like Is — 3p. For instance 
the AT-shell (Is) energy of Ca+ calculated with this potential is about -150 a.u. 
(The hydrogenic energy level with z = 20 lies at -200 a.u.)
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Table IX. Energy Levels of Ca+ in a.u. calculated in a radial box of r 0 = 60.0 
a.u.
n t Efcalc.) Efobs.)®
4s -0.43542 -0.43627
5s -0.19857 -0.19882
6s -0.11431 -0.11435
7s -0.07434 -0.07434
8s -0.05221 -0.05221
3d -0.37417 -0.37389
4 d -0.17605 -0.18177
5 d -0.10440 -0.10711
6d -0.06912 -0.07058
7 d -0.04913 -0.05001
4 p -0.32165 -0.32080
5 p -0.16099 -0.16019
6 p -0.09722 -0.09676
7p -0.06514 -0.06487
8 p -0.04669 -0.04652
4 / -0.12579 -0.12712
5 / -0.08061 -0.08121
6 / -0.05598 -0.05628
7 / -0.04107 -0.04113
5 g -0.08001 -0.08013
6 g -0.05557 -0.05564
7 9 -0.04081 -0.04087
a). Ref. 108.
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B .  ip° Potential Curves
Fig. 25(a) gives the 1P ° adiabatic hyperspherical potential curves of Ca 
below the Ca+(5p) threshold. With the removal of the orbital angular momen­
tum  degeneracy, the asymptotic behavior of these potential curves including 
the adiabatic diagonal correction assumes a simple form
U„{R) -  8^ 5 - \ Q W {R) -> 1J -  (VI -  3)
In (VI-3), lip is the angular momentum of the asymptotic electron and En<i^  
is the Ca+(n/i^2M) threshold energy.
One immediate indication of appreciable non-adiabaticity is evident in the 
behavior of the 3dep and 4dep curves near their minima. The 3dep channel first 
undergoes an avoided crossing with the 4pes curve near R ~  7 a.u. followed by 
an equally strong interaction with the 4sep channel at R  ~  8 a.u., and finally 
a second interaction near R  ~  10 a.u. with the Apes channel. These coupling 
matrix elements, P43£p-3dep(R) and Pzdep-ipes{R)i are shown in Fig. 26(a). This 
grouping of channels also appears in the energy range from -0.3 a.u. to -0.22 
a.u. where the 5sep, Adep, and 5pes channels interact most appreciably in Fig. 
26(b). This channel grouping is also documented in Fig. 5(d) of Ref. 104, 
in which we see the lowest 3 channels group together apart from their higher 
energy counterparts.
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Fig. 25. 1P° hyperspherical potential curves of Ca below the (a) Ca+(5p) 
threshold, and (b) Ca+ (7s) threshold.
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Fig. 26. Coupling matrix elements between 4sep — 3dep and 3dep — 4pes 
adiabatic curves are shown in (a). In (b) channel coupling between 5sep — Adep 
and 4dep — 5pes potential curves are given.
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a. Partial Wave Decomposition
Yet another measure of coupling interaction between different configurations 
of Ca is afforded by considering the degree of mixing of different (^1^2 ) partial 
waves as a function of the hyperspherical parameter R. In Fig. 27(a), we show 
the integrated partial wave decomposition probability as a function of R  for 
the channel labelled asymptotically as fi = 5sep. At R  ~  9 a.u., an avoided 
crossing with the Adep curve causes the angular momentum characteristics of 
the 5sep channel to change to mainly (^1^2 ) =  (01) or (sp ) which it retains 
asymptotically. Near the avoided crossing with the Adep curve, the 5sep channel 
has exactly a 50-50 mixing of (sp) and (pd) character, manifesting the strong 
interactions between these potential curves. Also, the small bump near R  ~  16
a.u. in Fig. 27(b) is where the channel interaction between the 5sep and 4 dep 
is the strongest.
The partial wave mixing becomes more dramatic if one follows in Fig. 27(b) 
the pattern of mixing for the curve whose asymptotic designation is p. =  4fed. 
Around the minimum of this adiabatic potential curve at R  ~  21 a.u. (the 
minimum of the 6sep diabatic channel), there is again a 50-50 admixture of (pd) 
and (sp) angular momenta. This means that the electron-electron correlation in 
the 6sep diabatic channel will be characterized by an equal amount of (01) and 
(12) partial wave components, even though its asymptotic ionization channel 
leads to p-wave photoelectrons. The asymptotic form of the A fed  diabatic curve 
is dominated, as expected, by (^1^2 ) =  (d f).
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Fig. 27. (a) partial wave decomposition for the 5sep 1P° potential curve of 
Ca showing equal mixing of (sp) and (pd) partial waves near the minimum of 
this channel; (b) partial wave mixing for the 4fed  adiabatic channel of Ca.
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b. Two-Electron Adiabatic Probability Density
For a better understanding of the role of electron-electron correlation in the 
doubly-excited resonant states of Ca, we show the squared channel function 
plots, H)|2 as functions of a  and #12 in Fig. 28. A surface plot of the
adiabatic density at R  =  5.0 a.u. near the minima of the 4sep 1P° channel is 
shown in Figs. 28(a). One observes that most of the two-electron density in 
the 4sep channel is piled up at a  =  j .  In Figs. 28(b) and 28(c), the probability 
densities of the 3dep and 4pes channels are shown respectively near their avoided 
crossing region at R  =  7.0 a.u. We see that most of the density is now in the 
valleys of the potential suface of Fig. 1 near a  =  0 or a  =  | .
Similar density plots are shown in Figs. 29(a) and 29(b) for the 5sep and 
4dep channels, respectively, at R  = 12.0 a.u. The “+ ”-type character used 
to explain the behavior of photoexcitation processes in H-  and He is more 
apparent here than in the lower channels. A similar pattern is observed in Figs. 
29(c) and 29(d) where we show the two-electron density for the 6sep and 4fed  
diabatic curves at R  = 20.0 a.u., respectively. One feature that has begun to 
emerge from the Ca probability density plots is the non-separability of the nodal 
lines in a  and #12 ; the separability was crucial in determining the dominance of 
the lowest channels in H~.
C. 1Se Potential Curves
The adiabatic potential curves of calcium for the 1S e final-state symmetry 
relevant to the two-color photoionization experiments109 are shown in Fig. 30(a) 
and 30(b) up to the Ca+(5d) threshold. Channel interactions which figure 
prominently in the spectrum of the single photoionization of Ca in Sec. IV.B,
10 »r
(c) 4 p ts ,  R=7.0 a .u
Fig. 28. Two-electron adiabatic density plots for the 1P° channels of Ca; 
(a) 4sep curve at R  = 5.0 a.u.; (b) 3dep curve at R  = 7.0 a.u.; and (c) 4pes 
channel at R  = 7.0 a.u.
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Fig. 29. 1P° Adiabatic density plots for the 5sep channel (a) and 4dep 
channel (b) at R  — 12.0 a.u. Surface plots of the 6sep and 4fed  channels at 
R  = 20.0 a.u. are given in (c) and (d), respectively.
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Fig. 30. (a) 15 c hyperspherical potential curves of Ca below the Ca+(5p) 
threshold;
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Fig. 30. (cont’d) (b) 1S e potential curves of Ca below the Ca+(5d) thresh­
old.
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are considerably less noticeable here. Nevetheless, a pattern of rather strong 
mixing is seen from these figures for the interaction of [nded, (n + 1 )pep, (n +  
2)ses] family of curves. In particular the npep curves show a similar behavior 
near their minima as was observed for the ndep 1P° channels in Fig. 25.
a. Two-Electron A diabatic Probability Density
Relatively weaker channel mixing for the 1S e final state (compared to 1P°) 
may be related to the tentative experimental observation of the intra-shell dou­
bly excited resonances of Ca.108-110 As an example of weaker channel mixing, 
we show in Fig. 31 the probability density plots of the two lowest adiabatic 
curves in Fig. 30(a). Figs. 31(a) and 31(b) display the probability densities 
for the 3ded and 4-ses adiabatic curves at the radius R  =  2.364 a.u., before 
the small-R  avoided crossing. We see in Fig. 31(a) that the 3ded probability 
density has nodeless behavior in 0i2 and has multipole nodes in a . It therefore 
consists mainly of ( ^ 2 ) =  (00) or s2 character. Fig. 31(b) shows that the 4ses 
adiabatic curve has primarily p2 character before the crossing because of the 
extra nodes in 0u- The channel densities for the 4ses and 3ded adiabatic curves 
for a value of R  after the avoided crossing, namely R  — 3.312 a.u., are shown 
in Fig. 31(c) and Fig. 31(d), respectively, We now see that the 4ses adiabatic 
curve displays an s2 behavior and the 3ded adiabatic channel function has p2 
character. This implies a continuous diabatic crossing of the two curves through 
the crossing region allowing each channel to maintain its angular momentum 
character.
The “+ ”-type character of the two-electron wave function is already visible 
for the 4ses curve near its minimum at R  =  4.0 a.u., in Fig. 32(a). The prob-
(b )  4 se s , R = 2.364 a .u(a )  3ded , R =2.364 a .u .
(d )  3 d ed , R = 3 .312  a .u
Fig. 31. Adiabatic density plots for the 1S'e adiabatic channels 3ded (a) and 
4ses (b) at R  = 2.364 a.u.; and 4ses (c) and 3ded (d) channels at R  = 3.312 a.u.
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ability density for the 3ded curve at the same value of R  shows an admixture of 
p2 and d2 partial waves in Fig. 32(b). Near the minimum of the 5ses channel 
in Fig. 33(a) at R  = 10.0 a.u., we observe that the 4sns electrons are pushed 
off the Wannier saddle and nearly localized in the valleys at a  =  0 and a = 
Figs. 33(b)- (d) show the probability densities for the 4pep, 5ses, and 4ded 
channels, respectively, at R  =  10.0 a.u. One rather interesting feature is the 
dominance of the 4ded curve on the Wannier ridge in Fig. 33(d).
Density plots are given in Figs. 34(a)-(c) for the diabatic 5pep, 6ses, and 
5ded channels, respectively, at R  = 17.5 a.u. We see appreciable overlap be­
tween the 5pep and the 6ses two-electron densities. Again, the electrons with 
5ded channel correlation in Fig. 34(c) maximize their probability on the ridge 
much like the electrons in the 4ded channel.
The message the above results seem to convey is that at high energies, the 
1S e Wannier states (like n s2) should still dominate the two-electron excitation 
processes for Ca. It would also seem that 1P° states such as 5s5p and 6 s6p 
should be strongly excited in the photoionization spectrum. The best avail­
able calculations of 1P° autoionizing states in Ca104 show, however, that these 
Wannier ridge states contribute negligibly to the spectrum. This puzzling dis­
crepancy has not yet been understood. In any case, though, the dominant 
1S e two-electron channels are seen to be the nded and nses channels based 
on this hyperspherical analysis. This statement is corroborated by the recent 
R -matrix calculation106 in which the 5sms,and Admd Rydberg series dominate 
the spectrum.
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Fig. 32. Surface density plots of the 4ses 1S e curve of Ca (a) and 3ded 
curve (b) at R  =  4.0 a.u.
(b )  4 p cp , R = 10 .0  a .u .
Fig. 33. 1S e surface density plots at R  = 10.0 a.u. for the 4s es channel 
(a), 4pep channel (b), 5ses channel (c), and 4ded channel. Note the “+ ”-type 
character of the 5ses and 4ded channels near the Wannier ridge. CO
oo
( a )  5 p c p . R = 17 .5  a .u (b )  6 h€8, R = 17 .5  a .u .
Fig. 34. Surface density plots at R  == 17.5 for the 5pep (a), 6 ses (b), and 
5ded (c) diabatic channels. Notice the non-separability of the nodal lines in 812-
V II. CONCLUDING REM ARKS AND RECOM M ENDATIONS
The present work has investigated the dynamics of very highly-excited au­
todetaching or autoionizing two-electron states of H " , He, and Ca. In order to 
achieve sensible results at these very high energies close to the double contin­
uum threshold, we have developed stable numerical techniques to diagonalize 
the adiabatic hyperspherical Hamiltonian in (II-3). In doing so, we have ob­
tained accurate 1P° potential energy curves of H~ and He up to the n — 12 
hydrogenic threshold.
Study of these adiabatic potential curves has revealed significant insights 
into photodetachment processes in H~ and in photoionization of He. These sys- 
tematics combined with very recent experimented observations of these highly- 
excited resonant states of H-  and He have painted a simple picture of simulta­
neous excitation and auto-decay processes.
It is shown in Sec. I ll  that of all the 2n — 1 1P° channels of H~ converging on 
an n-th hydrogenic threshold, only the lowest “+ ” channel in each 7i-manifold, 
vA =  0+ , influences the photospectrum of H~. This quasi-constant of motion, 
the vA quantum number, or selection rule appears to be stronger in H_ than 
in He, where a handful of resonances lying in the next-lowest “+ ” channel, 
vA = 1+ , have been observed.
We have attributed this general dominance of the 0+ photodetachment 
channels in H~ and to a large extent in He to the angular characteristics of 
the channel functions near the minima of the HS potential curves. Fig. 10 
clearly shows the markedly different behavior of the vA = 0+, 1+, and 2+ 
channels in Qw High-lying doubly-excited states are consequently reached by
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successive non-adiabatic transitions between the dominant “+ ” channels each 
having similar nodal character in a  and #1 2 . In He, the second “+ ” channel 
was seen to be almost as attractive as the lowest “+ ” channel for the n = 3 
manifold. Since this vA — 1+ channel is excited from the ground state with the 
same approximate efficiency as the 0+ channel, non-adiabatic excitation of the 
higher 1+ channels would also proceed efficiently resulting in the population of 
other 1+ channels.
Furthermore, the near separability of the nodal lines in the a  and #12 co­
ordinates in Fig. 10 suggests treating 812 as another approximate adiabatic 
parameter to obtain “potential curves”, 17^(12,012), lor fixed values of R  and
012. Resonances in 0i2 should serve as the eigenvalues of (II-3) as a function 
of R. The notion of symmetric and antisymmetric stretch modes of bending 
might be more easily connected then to the language of molecular dynamics. 
We have shown that this near separability in (o:,0i2) seems to be sensible only 
for the “pure” two-electron systems like H~ and He.
We also obtained two-electron energy formulas which account for the doubly- 
excited resonance positions of H-  and He to a good degree of accuracy. They 
also confirm our conclusions regarding the near dominance of the Q+ channels 
in H“ and He and at the same time allow extrapolation to very high quantum 
numbers. Also the agreement between the predicted level positions using the 
two-electron formula for He, Eq. (III-2Q), with the experimental data in Table 
III for the intershell states is suggestive of the Coulombic (Rydberg) nature 
of these doubly-excited states and the small effect of the dipole field on these 
resonances.
Another interesting feature of the highly-excited resonances was speculated
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upon in Ref. 57 for H~ and He. For sufficiently high n , a broad Wannier 
resonance can dip below an otherwise open continuum and be perturbed by 
the narrow dipole or Rydberg resonances converging to that threshold. In H~, 
the first instance is the Wannier resonance converging to H(n =  9). Since the 
experimental data from LAMPF34 stopped at the n  =  8 threshold, the statistics 
were not good enough to warrant a serious analysis near this threshold energy. 
In He, this phenomenon occurs for the Wannier state converging to He+(n =  5). 
Such an interloping feature has very recently been observed in He,111 where 
the n  =  6 Wannier ridge state is strongly perturbed by the narrow Rydberg 
resonances converging on He+(ra =  5). A similar effect has also been observed 
for the n = 7 Wannier state.
To better understand the role of non-adiabatic transitions for the double­
excitation process, we solved the coupled-HS channel equation, Eq. (II-5), for 
a model Hamiltonian in which the angular degree of freedom was frozen at 
912 =  7r. A stabilization method was used to control the exponential growth of 
components of the propagating solutions in the closed (energetically inaccessi­
ble) channels. Partial cross sections for the inelastic excitation of H(n) continua 
from the ground state show the dipole resonance structures converging to dif­
ferent n thresholds. We also used the Landau-Zener method (often employed in 
molecular physics for obtaining the transition probability between two electronic 
states) to obtain the total transition probability for the simultaneous excitation 
of two electrons through the Wannier ladder to the double-continuum. Using 
the n-dependence of the HS parameters, we were able to derive analytic expres­
sions for the total probability both above and below the Wannier threshold. 
These expressions show that the non-adiabatic probability has a simple mono­
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tonic dependence on the energy. A direction for future development will be to 
investigate the same LZ transition probabilities between HS channels similar to 
those in Figs. 11 and 12 for the real H-  and He systems, for different symme­
tries. A similar n-dependence of the HS parameters should also materialize for 
the realistic H~ ion or He atom as well. This point is underscored in Table V, 
where approximate values of these parameters are given for the 1P° symmetry 
of H~ and He.
In Section V, we investigated the effects of angular momentum coherence on 
the anisotropy of hydrogenic photofragments. We used final-state wavefunctions 
appropriate to the asymptotic region in independent electron coordinates. The 
long-range dipole correlation was described in terms of the Gailitis-Damburg 
eigenvectors. By casting the expression for the ionic electron probability density, 
Eq. (V-13), into the same form as Eq. (V-7), for the photoelectron differential 
cross section, but as a function of 0{e, we were able to define an asymmetry pa­
rameter for the electronic charge distribution. It was shown that as for the pho­
toelectron asymmetry parameter42 the ionic electron asymmetry also exhibits 
an “unfavored” trend for the 1P° final state (T =  1), implying that the ionic 
charge cloud aligns itself primarily orthogonal to the direction of the incident 
light polarization axis. The detected circular polarization following the decay of 
an (np) level is observed to have the opposite sign of the incident light circular 
polarization, for high-lying states of He+(n.) ion. For the alignment parameter, 
the “unfavored” trend is shown to be a direct consequence of the residual ion 
angular momentum coherence. (These coherence effects eventually “wash out” 
in any time-unresolved measurements of the anisotropy parameters.)
Finally, a preliminary study of the correlation effects of the two-electron
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resonances in calcium was undertaken in the adiabatic HS approximation. HS 
potential curves for the 1P° and l S e final-state symmetries were calculated up 
to Ca+(7.s) threshold. For the 1P° symmetry, the correlation dynamics are 
such as to suggest a rather significant contribution of the Wannier resonances 
like 5s5p and 6s6p to the photoionization spectrum in contradiction with the 
conclusions of Ref. 104. The significance of the 1S e Wannier ridge resonances 
such as 4d4d and 5s5s for the two-photon spectrum of Ca seems to agree with 
a similar P-m atrix calculation110, apparently pointing to weaker non-adiabatic 
channel interactions for the 1S e symmetry.
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